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Sunday, 11/1/2015

Group Event: Kennedy Space Center

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

This event requires pre-registration and pre-payment. Transportation to and from the hotel are
included. We will meet in the hotel lobby at 8:45 am and depart promptly at 9:00 am. We will
return no later than 4:00 pm.

Monday, 11/2

Continental Breakfast

7:15 am - 8:30 am

Florida Bay Lobby

Pre-Conference Workshops (Additional Registration Required)
Pre-conference workshops are optional and require additional registration. Each workshop is
designated by a different colored dot on the name badge. The specific colors are noted beside
each workshop.
Morning Workshops

8:00 am - 11:30 am

Session ID: 121
Completion: Retention Initiatives at Later Stages of the Student Lifecycle
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Authors: Rory McElwee, Rowan University *
Sean Hendricks, Rowan University *

Abstract – This workshop explores support programs at later stages of the student lifecycle to
facilitate retention, progression, and graduation. In the context of the national completion agenda,
this workshop addresses special populations and distinct challenges for students closer to degree
completion (in the second half of the degree program). Programs to support a successful transfer
process, to welcome back students returning after a stop-out or who are veterans or active
military, or to assist students to transition to a degree-completion program instead of a traditional
major will be highlighted. Participants will engage with one another by sharing their own
successful campus initiatives, planning for a future one, and exploring scenarios illustrating this
topic.

Monday, 11/2/2015

Morning Workshops (Continued)

8:00 am - 11:30 am

Session ID: 1
From Prospects to Active Alumni: Improving the Retention of an “At-Risk” Population
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Authors: Daniel Jean, Montclair State University *
Allyson Straker-Banks, Montclair State University *
Bertha Diggs, Montclair State University *
Jim Davison, Montclair State University *

Abstract – Since 2011, the Educational Opportunity Fund program at Montclair State University
(four-year public), a program for low-income first-generation students in NJ, has experienced
three years of improved first-year student persistence (fall 2011 88%, fall 2012 92%, fall 2013
90%) The improved retention is largely due to a strategic initiative entitled “The Road to
Graduation…From Prospect to Active Alumni.” The strategy includes: enrollment events,
recruitment strategies, summer academy, intentional contact with non-registered scholars,
financial aid outreach, mandatory advising, and a weekly program entitled “Turning Point” for
scholars under a 2.0 GPA. Additional topics include: orientation is a two-way street, other duties
not assigned, data driven decisions, withdrawal testimonials, and the intentional road to
graduation. Each participant leaves with an "Educator Swagger Score," a time-referenced goal,
and a wealth of resources essential for professional development/student achievement. The
session concludes with "Memoirs of a Child Almost Left Behind," as one of the presenters shares
details of the retention encounters with educators that transformed him from a 1.9 GPA to earning
his doctorate!

Session ID: 126
Retention for Rookies
Room: Florida Bay 1
Author: Tim Culver, Ruffalo Noel-Levitz *

Abstract – You have just been named coordinator of student retention at your institution—now
what? This session on learning the keys to retention success is back by popular demand. Discover
retention strategies that get results at two-year and four-year institutions and learn the best ways
to plan for programs by laying the groundwork for success and gaining faculty support.
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All Day Workshops

8:30 am - 4:30 pm

Session ID: 82
Collaborative Student Success Programming: Institutional Research, Student Life, and
Academic Affairs Partnerships
Room: Caribbean AB
Authors: Bernadette Jungblut, West Virginia University *
Regan Bruni, West Virginia University *
Donielle Maust, West Virginia University *

Abstract – This workshop focuses on promoting collaboration among Institutional Research,
Student Life, and Academic Affairs to enhance student success programming. Facilitators
describe partnerships designed to promote students’ learning, development, engagement,
persistence, and degree completion. Prior to the conference, facilitators will electronically
distribute a self-audit survey; participants will complete their self-audit of current student success
programs and their impact. Based upon their survey results, participants will select one or two
programs to analyze and enhance during the workshop or choose to develop a new program. At
the conference, participants will examine their survey results and identify gaps in their student
success program data and devise strategies for obtaining the necessary information; discuss
potential collaborations among Institutional Research, Student Life, and Academic Affairs;
strategize for program enhancement or new program creation; and create an action plan for
implementation and program evaluation. Facilitators will describe successful collaborations
among Institutional Research, Student Life, and Academic Affairs; suggest strategies to enhance
existing or create new student success programs; and identify data elements and types of analyses
necessary to assess program(s) impact. Participants will leave this workshop with specific action
items, including potential partnerships, to promote student persistence and degree completion at
their institution.

Session ID: 31
Designing, Implementing, and Assessment of Comprehensive Student Success Programs
Room: Coral B
Authors: Loralyn Taylor, Ohio University *
Virginia McAleese, Paul Smith's College *

Abstract – Promoting student success is a top priority for college and universities, but where to
begin? Designing a successful, comprehensive Student Success Program (SSP) requires a
leadership team that understands the information needs of diverse offices and can gain the buy-in
and support of numerous campus stakeholders. You will learn principles for designing,
implementing and assessing the success of your SSP, including how to identify the right student
for the right intervention at the right time using a blend of both proactive and reactive strategies;
utilize best practices in change management theory to generate buy-in, reduce resistance to
change, increase motivation and anchor the new program in your institutional culture; measure
what matters, when it matters both for program assessment and for generating short term wins to
reduce resistance and increase stakeholder motivation; and focus on the intervention strategies
that are most efficient and effective. During this workshop, you will begin to develop a plan for
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All Day Workshops (Continued)

8:30 am - 4:30 pm

designing, implementing and assessing your SSP and student intervention strategies. We will
focus on bridging the gap between best practice theory and boots-on-the-ground action. This
workshop is suitable for institutional teams.
Session ID: 153
Researched-Based Training for Intergroup Skills That Support Retention
Room: Florida Bay 3
Author: Kathleen Wong(Lau), The University of Oklahoma *

Abstract – Institutions have come to understand that inclusive climates are key to retention and
academic identities for underrepresented students. Recent research has found that inclusive
climates are complex requiring careful practices that shape an organizational culture that values
intercultural conflict and cross group empathy that is not necessarily based on similarities but on
difference. Without this careful attention to the intercultural aspects of conflict, the very diversity
one seeks in its underrepresented students is suppressed through politeness and normalized
interactions. Institutions risk becoming not-so-diverse diverse organizations. This interactive
workshop provides multi-disciplinary research based training on intercultural communication,
intergroup collaboration and the social psychology of reducing the effects stereotype threat,
aversive racism, microaggressions, and institutional discrimination across groups and
organizational relationships (student to student, staff to students, faculty to students, etc.). Using
research based modules, participants will have opportunities to practice and receive coaching and
feedback on context based skills such as interracial mentoring, creation of healthy racial identity
saliency, intergroup conflict management (which shapes productive conflict rather than
suppresses conflict), intergroup empathy, intergroup critical feedback and intergroup leadership.

Session ID: 3
Understanding Students' Path to Graduation and Developing Action Plans to Address
Persistence
Room: Coral A
Authors: Catherine Andersen, University of Baltimore *
Marguerite Weber, Cabrini College *
Jerri Lyn Dorminy, Gallaudet University *
Patricia Hulsebosch, Gallaudet University *

Abstract – Regardless of the institution or the students served, the measure of effectiveness is the
percentage of entering students who graduate. However, tracking pathways to completion and
determining intervention strategies requires attention to a range of complex variables: diverse precollege characteristics; students' intentions to persist; and academic, social and economic barriers.
We present three case studies from different institutions and address how data and mixed methods
research can uncover barriers for student success. In addition, we identify specific interventions
along students' unique completion paths. Participants will analyze their own institutions and
develop a data-based action plan for retention.

Monday, 11/2/2015



Networking Break

10:00 am - 10:20 am

Florida Bay Lobby

Take a break from the activities and have a refreshment as you network with your colleagues.

Lunch on Your Own

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Take a break and enjoy visiting with your colleagues over lunch. There are several hotel
restaurant options available, plus some nearby choices as well. A list of local restaurants is
available at the conference registration desk.

Afternoon Workshops

1:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Session ID: 52
Driving Student Success at Your School: Developing a Collaborative Consulting Approach
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Authors: Jeffrey Anderson, Saint Leo University *
Linda Moran, Hartford University *

Abstract – Effecting greater student retention and success requires focused problem solving and
organizational change. The work of fostering needed and sustainable organizational change is
both exciting and daunting for the people working in student success, institutional research, or
assessment offices. Developing a collaborative consulting approach is one way to increase the
effectiveness of change efforts related to improving student success. Through this interactive
workshop, participants will catalog frequently encountered challenges when leading or supporting
student retention and success change efforts; develop a working knowledge of Block’s “Flawless
Consulting” model and identify how applying that model would aid their work on student
retention and success; practice consulting skills related to clarifying boundaries, negotiating roles,
and building alliances; experience two change frameworks that are appropriate to higher
education and that highlight different levers of organizational change; and apply the consulting
process and one of the change frameworks to a student success initiative at their schools.
Participants who register for the workshop by October 16 will receive a short pre-workshop
questionnaire. Participants’ responses will be used to tailor the workshop.

Session ID: 12
Retention Pedagogy: Teaching Strategies With Purpose
Room: Florida Bay 1
Author: 1 *

Abstract – College faculty are increasingly facing more diverse and challenging student
populations encountering differing learning styles, physical, mental, social, and basic skill
challenges, as well as distance and ESL learners. Many instructors who are subject matter experts
may not be experts on educational pedagogy and learning theories, and this could negatively
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Afternoon Workshops (Continued)

1:00 pm - 4:30 pm

impact the educational experience for all members of a learning community. Outcome measures
may indicate lower gains in learning, course completion rates, and reduced student satisfaction,
impacting the student, the institution, and the instructor. Retention pedagogy provides faculty the
practical application of student-centered teaching and learning theories in the classroom without
necessarily changing their content. Incorporating retention pedagogy into the classroom helps
foster content retention and promotes student success. Attendees will participate in a dynamic,
hands-on workshop demonstrating how to integrate retention pedagogy into their classrooms and
their existing curriculum. Faculty will leave the session with tools and strategies they can
implement in their classrooms immediately. Although geared to intermediate level, introductory
and advanced level educators can also benefit from this workshop.



Networking Break

2:30 pm - 2:50 pm

Florida Bay Lobby

Take a break from the activities and have a refreshment as you network with your colleagues.



Welcome Reception

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

Serenity Pool

The Welcome Reception is sponsored by IBM. Join us for this casual reception, a come and go
affair with hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar to welcome all attendees and presenters. In case of
inclement weather, the reception will be moved to the Arctic Ballroom.

Tuesday, 11/3

Continental Breakfast

7:15 am - 8:15 am

Florida Bay Lobby

The continental breakfast is sponsored by Hobsons.

Session ID: 166

8:15 am - 9:30 am


Keynote Address: Becoming Cultural Navigators in Higher Education
Room: Oceans Ballroom
Speaker: Terrell L. Strayhorn, The Ohio State University *

Abstract – Student success is a critical goal in higher education and higher education, in many
ways, is a cultural system. It has its own set of values, codes of behavior, codified language
(chock-full of acronyms), traditions, rituals, and more. As college student educators, we all know
something about this cultural site and can offer others advice, strategies, and tips for achieving
success in college. Students, especially first-generation, low-income, and ethnic minorities look

Tuesday, 11/3/2015

for educators upon whom they can rely for such support. In this engaging keynote, Dr. Strayhorn
challenges higher education professionals to reimagine their roles as “cultural navigators” who
work collaboratively and intentionally to steer students on a path to belonging and success. He
does this through a smooth blend of hard data, interview quotes, stories, and humor. Strayhorn
will leave the audience informed and inspired, engaged and excited, convinced and committed to
raising student success.

Session ID: 4
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


9% Increase in One Year: The Multi-Year Journey
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Authors: Cathy Alexander, California Lutheran University *
Maria Kohnke, California Lutheran Universtiy *
Angela Naginey, California Lutheran University *

Abstract – How do you overcome the challenges/roadblocks of “fully” implementing a
comprehensive set of initiatives to increase the retention and graduation rates of students?
Beginning in fall 2007, California Lutheran University did just that with surprising results, a more
connected freshman class, and higher retention and graduation rates for both freshmen and
transfer populations. The end result is a nine percent increase in the graduation rate of first-time
freshmen and a three percent increase in second year retention or graduation for transfer students.
The University employed many strategies to address the needs of our students to increase student
success; without a major increase in funding. Previously, the University had implemented many
of the recommended strategies for retaining first-year students in the first year. This paper
delineates the strategies involved, implementation processes, and the data used to inform
decision-making and assessment outcomes.

Session ID: 154
Presentation

9:45 am - 10:35 am

Continued Conversation With Dr. Strayhorn
Room: Oceans Ballroom
Abstract – This concurrent session has been made available for those of you who would like to
continue the conversation with Dr. Strayhorn.

Tuesday, 11/3/2015

Session ID: 143
Vendor Presentation

9:45 am - 10:35 am


Early and Often: Fostering Student Success With Technology
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Author: David Yaskins, Hobsons *

Abstract – Colleges and universities have made considerable investments in student support, but
students can still fall through the cracks. This session will discuss how student success
technologies can give advisors and other student success staff more information about all of their
students – not just those traditionally seen as “at risk” - and deepen those connections that keep
students engaged. Student progress and communication tools can help connect students and
advisors before it’s too late. This conversation will incorporate research, real-world case studies
featuring colleges across the country, as well as a call to action to colleges and universities to
begin the process of thinking holistically about student services and interventions. Participants
will be encouraged to consider the applicability of a variety of tools and methods (early alerts,
communication/outreach, positive reinforcement, online self-service) to scale their own student
success initiatives.

Session ID: 94
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


Early-Alert and Retention Prediction
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Advanced Level
Authors: Elisabeth Lackner, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *
Patrick Wynne, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *

Abstract – A large urban open-admission community college invested in a campus-wide, earlyalert and student support system to enable timely and efficient communication among faculty,
student support personnel, and students to address academic problems early in the semester and to
provide resources such as tutoring. It was found that struggling students benefitted from the
combination of early-alert and tutoring. Tutoring had a positive effect on course persistence for
the most vulnerable student group – high-risk students who were also flagged through the system.
Students who were “flagged” through early-alert and had no tutoring had the lowest outcomes.
Unofficial withdrawal rates declined campus-wide since the start of the intervention. Course pass
and completion rates on the whole however have not improved on a campus-wide scale. An
association between course withdrawal and lower half-year persistence has been identified.
Furthermore, early-alert flags for attendance and poor class performance were identified in
regression models as negative factors and tutoring center visits and kudos praising students for
good performance issued through the early-alert system were identified as positive factors in
regression models explaining and predicting semester GPA, half-year and one-year persistence.

Tuesday, 11/3/2015

Session ID: 61
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


Key Findings From a Conference on Student Success at the Liberal Arts College
Room: Coral A
Intermediate Level
Authors: Michael Latham, Grinnell College
Randall Stiles, Grinnell College *
Kaitlin Wilcox, Grinnell College

Abstract – Undergraduate retention and completion rates are the subject of national interest and
questions of cost, value, and quality remain the focus of public debate. In April, 2015 Grinnell
College hosted a conference regarding best practices in student success operations and research.
Conference participants included faculty and staff from eight highly-selective liberal arts
colleges, two state universities, the EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative, and the RAND Corporation.
Topics discussed included findings from a five-year longitudinal study of student use of academic
support services at Carleton College, those from the Survey of Undergraduate Research
Experiences (SUREIII) at Grinnell College, the use of analytics tools in institutional research
work at Grinnell College, and ongoing work with the theme of “Beyond the Classroom Matters”
at the University of South Carolina, a program on their campus intended to create a
comprehensive unit record for students. Presentations and discussions identified several key
points, including the need for multifaceted data collection regarding student experiences, the
value of data sharing across offices and divisions, the promise of intervention science, and the
imperatives of leadership and coordination.

Session ID: 150
Vendor Presentation

9:45 am - 10:35 am


No Longer Just a Nagging Problem – Textbook Issues Threaten Student Success
Room: Florida Bay 2
Authors: Nathan Gamble, Rafter, Inc.*
Brian Bates, Rafter, Inc.*

Abstract – As the cost of textbooks continues to skyrocket, students are choosing to risk their
success by not purchasing required materials. Research from campuses around the country shows
that students are coming into class unprepared and many students, afraid they’ll fail, are
withdrawing from courses and extending their time to completion. It doesn’t have to be this way.
Imagine all of your students arriving at class on day one with all of their required textbooks –
ready to learn. That is what the path to success could look like for every student. Many innovative
campuses are making this a reality while at the same time, lowering the total cost of attendance
and preserving the academic freedom that faculty deserve. Learn how campuses are leveling the
playing field and putting success within reach of all students with Rafter360, a comprehensive
course materials management solution. Unlike anything the market has seen, this solution makes
textbooks affordable for students and lets faculty choose any material – print or digital.
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Participants will experience textbook affordability issues first-hand; receive information about the
latest textbook trends; and learn how campuses have transformed the educational experience for
all students by embracing innovation.

Session ID: 66
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


The Finish Line Project: A U.S. Department of Education First in the World Grant
Room: Florida Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Cynthia Demetriou, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill *
Candice Powell, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill *
Abigail Panter, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Abstract – The Finish Line Project at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH)
is funded by a 3 million dollar federal grant from the U.S. Department of Education’s First in the
World (FITW) Program. The goal of this program is to increase access and completion for
underrepresented, underprepared, or low-income students. The Finish Line Project just began in
late 2014 and will run for at least 4 years. Since receiving the award, peers and colleagues have
asked, “How did you get that grant and what are you going to do with it?” This paper answers
both questions. It provides insight, tips, and recommendations from the team at UNC-CH who
pursued the grant and from the literature on grant-writing. It also provides an overview of The
Finish Line Project. Through sharing our experience and approaches we hope to provide guidance
helpful to other institutions interested in applying for a competitive, federal grant to bolster
undergraduate retention.

Session ID: 80
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


Using the High School GPA – Standardized Test Score Correlation Paradox to Identify
Students At-Risk for Leaving
Room: Florida Bay 1
Advanced Level
Authors: Mélie Lewis, The University of Oklahoma *
Robert Terry, The University of Oklahoma *
Nicole Judice Campbell, The University of Oklahoma

Abstract – Two of the strongest predictive criteria in college persistence are high school grade
point average (HSPGA) and standardized test scores (ACT). Across seven cohorts (N = 21,248)
retained students display a correlation between these two predictors consistent with values
expected based on concurrent validity studies. However, a selected sample of first-time, full-time
freshmen who leave after their first year consistently show a correlation coefficient near zero.
Three analytic methods seeking to predict these two groups (retained versus not retained) based
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on this HSGPA-ACT anomaly prior to enrollment in college were attempted. The first method
was to create a discrepancy score, taking the absolute value of the difference between the z-scores
for HSGPA’s and ACT’s. The second method was to predict expected group membership by
estimating separate linear regression equations predicting ACT’s from HSGPA’s for both the
retained and not retained samples. Finally, the third method estimated separate Tobit regression
equations predicting HSGPA from ACT’s for each retention group. Results suggest some slight
improvement in identifying students at risk for attrition. Those with knowledge and interest in
advanced statistical methodology will benefit most from this presentation.

Session ID: 107
Paper

9:45 am - 10:35 am


When Remediation Isn’t Enough: Cross-Divisional Collaboration to Eliminate Institutional
Barriers to Student Success at a Hispanic-Serving Institution
Room: Coral B
Introductory Level
Authors: William L. Vanderburgh, California State University, San Bernardino *
Qiana Wallace, California State University, San Bernardino *
Tanner Carollo, California State University, San Bernardino *
Joanna M. Oxendine, California State University, San Bernardino
Allan Taing, California State University, San Bernardino
Lauren Albrecht, California State University, San Bernardino *

Abstract – More than half of the freshmen at California State University, San Bernardino are
required to complete developmental coursework in mathematics. Evidence suggests that students
at CSUSB who need developmental coursework have lower retention and graduation rates. As a
result, CSUSB instituted a five-week summer Intensive Mathematics Program (IMP) to prepare
students for general education mathematics prior to their first term. An examination of the data
suggested that IMP was highly effective: over 90% of students who completed the program were
ready for general education mathematics by the fall term. Based on this evidence, the campus
expanded the program to further increase student success. Through a collaborative partnership
between the Office of Undergraduate Studies the Office of Institutional Research, this study
sought to replicate previous findings demonstrating the effectiveness of IMP, examine the
longitudinal effects of the program, and determine whether or not an absence of changes in key
institutional practices serve as barriers to student success.



Networking Break

10:35 am - 11:00 am

Florida Bay Lobby

This networking break is sponsored by Rafter, Inc. Take a break from the activities and have a
refreshment as you network with your colleagues.

Tuesday,
T
11/3/20115

D: 38
Session ID
Paper

11::00 am - 11:5
50 am

Campus-Wide
C
e Connection
ns: Building an Advising Communityy
Room:
R
Coral B
In
ntroductory Level
L
Authors:
A
Stacie Grisham, The University of Tennessee at C
Chattanooga *
beth Johnson, The
T Universityy of Tennessee aat Chattanoogga *
Elizab
Yancyy Freeman, Thee University off Tennessee at C
Chattanooga *

Abstract
A
– On
ne of the strug
ggles many ad
dvising practiitioners and aadministratorss face is the laack of
co
onsistency, co
ommunication
n, and unity across
a
variouss university addvising progrrams. In our eefforts
to
o improve accademic advising at the in
nstitutional llevel, an Advvisors’ Council was creatted to
ad
ddress these issues. Sincee its inception, the UTC Advisors’ Coouncil has esstablished unniform
ex
xpectations fo
or all advisorss, developed an advisor traaining prograam, and advoccated for important
po
olicy changees across cam
mpus. The Advisors’
A
Couuncil also laaunched our first campuss-wide
ad
dvising assesssment proceess, and inittial results hhave shown both strengtths and areaas for
im
mprovement. This presenttation will explain the ddevelopment of our Advisors’ Counciil, the
prrocess and reesults from our advising assessment
a
effforts, and prrovide an in-depth overview of
cu
urrent initiatiives. Attendeees will walk
k away learniing about the opportunitiies and challlenges
ex
xperienced by
y our institution. Additionaally, participaants will leavee with the knnowledge of hhow to
crreate an effecctive campus--wide advising communityy, how to adddress anticipatted challenges, and
id
deas of improvements that could be imp
plemented or m
modified on a variety of caampuses.

Session ID
D: 79
Paper

50 am
11::00 am - 11:5


Comparing
C
Two Methods for Predicting Student R
Retention: Im
mplications ffor Best Pracctices
Room:
R
Caribbeean AB
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Edwarrd Shihadeh, Louisiana State University *
Antho
ony Reed, Louissiana State University *

Abstract
A
– Wee test two app
proaches to id
dentifying at--risk college sstudents. Onee is an off-thee-shelf
eaarly alert systtem where stu
udents complete a self-rep ort survey. T
These questionns are grouped into
th
heoretically substantive
s
factors
f
to ideentify at-riskk students. T
This is an exxternally-valiidated
ap
pproach based
d on question
ns/instrumentss from samplles of students across manyy institutions. It is,
esssentially, a one-size-fits-a
o
all strategy, baased on exterrnally validateed questions. The other meethod,
baased on mach
hine learning
g and predictive analytics,, is adapted from recent advances in crime
an
nalysis and from
f
commeercial sector customer/maarket analysiss. It is an innternally-valiidated
ap
pproach using
g large swath
hs of institutiional data on static factors (e.g., age, rrace) and dynnamic
faactors (e.g., GPA,
G
major) from one caampus. Thesee are used too generate ann algorithm tthat it
op
ptimized to predict
p
studen
nt retention – at that cam
mpus only. U
Using a sampple of over 440,000
Louisiana
L
Statte University students cov
vering an 8-yyear period, results reveal that the internally
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validated method (algorithm) accurately predicts at-risk students with data from nine months in
advance. In contrast, the first method (externally-validated) does not significantly or accurately
predict individual student retention. We discuss the implications of our findings for best practices.

Session ID: 44
Paper

11:00 am - 11:50 am


Connecting Students to Success: A Comprehensive Approach to Retention and Persistence
Room: Florida Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Eric Moschella, The University of South Carolina *
Jane Bouknight, The University of South Carolina *
Michael Dial, The University of South Carolina *
James Winfield, The University of South Carolina *

Abstract – Student interactions with their academic environment including faculty, peers, and
student support professionals has repeatedly been linked to a variety of educational outcomes
including retention and persistence (Astin, 1977; Tinto, 1987, 2006, 2012; Pascarella &
Terenzini, 2005). The Student Success Center at the University of South Carolina has developed
and piloted a comprehensive retention initiative designed to personally connect students at a large
research institution with resources as they navigate the rigor of the University. Success Connect is
a multi-tiered program consisting of 1) outreach to engage faculty and the assignment of a
Success Consultant to all first-year students, 2) an early alert component that includes students
referred by faculty and those in target populations, 3) behavior and skill-based interventions via
one-on-one consultations with a Success Consultant and referrals to center and campus resources,
and 4) follow-up with students and faculty. Throughout this process, Success Consultants utilize a
combination of the “action-oriented” model of intrusive advising (Earl, n.d.) with the theory-topractice framework of Appreciative Advising (Bloom, Hutson, & He, 2008) to aid students in
designing a plan for academic success. This paper describes an approach that can be adapted and
implemented by student support professionals at any institution.

Session ID: 87
Paper

11:00 am - 11:50 am


Developing Non-Cognitive Skills With Students on Academic Probation: A Strengths-Based
Approach
Room: Pensacola
Intermediate Level
Authors: Amanda Phillips, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro *
Kala Taylor, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro *

Abstract – StrengthsQuest is a curriculum that is based on fifty years of research in positive
psychology, the study of what is right with people. Research provides evidence that successful
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people focused on their strengths rather than perceived weaknesses. Research illustrates a positive
connection between one’s knowledge of their strengths, hope and confidence. The Academic
Connections in Education (ACE) program at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
(UNCG) has implemented Strengths Based Learning (SBL) into their curriculum for three
semesters. This year UNCG received a grant from the UNC General Administration funded by
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to continue the work and hold a formal study of the
effects of strengths-based education on a set of students measuring the students’ hope,
confidence, and GPA/retention. Hope and Confidence scales provided to the intervention group
will be compared with those of the control group while retention rates will be monitored
throughout the program and beyond. This paper will focus on the outcomes of SBL over three
semesters and specifically the data from the study. The paper will evaluate using SBL as a way to
build non-cognitive skills with students on academic probation.

Session ID: 145
Vendor Presentation

11:00 am - 11:50 am


Effective Student Success Strategies and Tactics: A Case Study With Florida Southern
College
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Authors: Shari Szabo, Florida Southern College *
Meghan Turjanica, Jenzabar, Inc.*

Abstract – Florida Southern College started small, has made an impact, and is growing their
student success program. There are many different factors that could influence the success of a
student at your institution. Florida Southern, like so many other institutions, has a goal of
increasing the number of students who persist to graduation. And, in the process, increase the
success of more students in achieving their personal educational goals. Shari Szabo, Associate
Dean of Student Success, at Florida Southern College will share what has been successful in their
pursuit of increasing student retention on campus. She will share the keys to their success in
getting to know students better, identifying at-risk students, and centralizing concern management
and intervention processes. A method to identify which students to interact with will be discussed
along with how to engage with those students at the right time and provide them with the right
attention. In addition, Shari will discuss the next steps in their roadmap to growing their student
success program. Join us for an interactive discussion on many important aspects of building and
maintaining a successful student retention program.
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Session ID: 115
Paper

11:00 am - 11:50 am


Mandatory Supplemental Instruction in Developmental Mathematics and Calculus: A
Program to Promote Student Success in all Levels of Mathematics
Room: Florida Bay 1
Intermediate Level
Authors: James Yard, Delaware Valley University *
Bashar W. Hanna, Delaware Valley University *

Abstract – Introductory courses in mathematics pose significant challenges to many freshmen
and often become critical barriers to student success and persistence, particularly in science and
science-related majors. Supplemental Instruction (SI), a model of peer-facilitated collaborative
learning first developed at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, has a well-documented history
of success in improving student performance in high-risk courses such as these, but it also has
one significant drawback: it is voluntary. By leaving the decision to participate to the discretion
of individual students, SI only reaches a fraction of those who could benefit from it, significantly
limiting the program’s impact. In an effort to broaden the impact of SI by requiring participation,
Delaware Valley University initiated a program of mandatory Supplemental Instruction in
Calculus beginning in the fall semester of 2012. Building on its initial success, the program was
expanded in 2013 to include a developmental mathematics course, Fundamentals of Algebra. This
paper describes the process of implementing mandatory SI at different levels of the mathematics
curriculum and evaluates its effectiveness over the first three years of its implementation.

Session ID: 138
Vendor Presentation

11:00 am - 11:50 am


Seamless Solutions for Student Success and Satisfaction
Room: Florida Bay 2
Author: Ed Clougherty, Copley Retention *

Abstract – Attendees will learn how an end-to-end solution has been deployed at Colleges and
Universities to quickly identify student falter and provide automated intervention for timely
remediation of real time risks, while simultaneously engaging students on a collaborative social
network with proven proactive practices. Integrating data from formerly disparate information
and management systems creates enhanced early alerts anchored with a case management tool
that tracks the efficacy of support interventions and allows staff and faculty to work together to
achieve positive student outcomes. After the presentation advisors, administrators and faculty will
better understand how to proactively assess and guide potentially at-risk students with a flexible
predictive modelling engine, non-cognitive pulse / surveys and enhanced social media capabilities
which are accessible from any computer or mobile device.
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Tutorial I

11::00 am - 11:5
50 am


Student Succeess: Making Cents of the Investment
Room:
R
Tampa Bay 1&2
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Jon Tyysse, Lewis and
d Clark Commu
unity College *
Denniis Krieb, Lewiss and Clark Co
ommunity Colleege *

Abstract
A
– Th
hese are interesting timess for communnity colleges in Illinois. T
The confluennce of
prroposed statee-level fundin
ng reductionss and dwinddling enrollm
ments has gennerated a sennse of
urrgency upon retention effo
forts. Among these effortss at Lewis & Clark Comm
munity Collegge has
beeen to quantiifiably measu
ure the impacct of retentioon within thee context of sstudent integgration
th
heory – specifically, acadeemic integratiion offered thhrough tutoriing. Since 20013 Lewis & Clark
haas systematiccally collecteed data at itts tutoring ccenters relating to frequeency of visitts for
in
ndividual stud
dents. Tutorin
ng data is sen
nt to the insti
titution’s Studdent Informattion System (SIS),
Ellucian’s
E
Collleague, on a daily basis and
a stored inn a data wareehouse providded by Blackkboard
Analytics.
A
Thrrough the Py
yramid Analy
ytics reportingg tool, instituutional researrchers at Lew
wis &
Clark
C
are able to retrieve data related to
o retention annd tutoring coollected in thee data warehoouse –
prroviding the capability to
o quantifiably
y measure thhe impact off tutoring upon retention.. This
seession will ex
xplain the imp
pacts for both
h students andd the institutioon regarding academic tutoring.
Additionally,
A
the
t Informatiion Services support needded to capturre the impactt of tutoring upon
reetention and the
t methodology used by Lewis & Claark to determ
mine tutoring hhas generatedd over
$5
500,000 in saaved tuition reevenue in two
o years.

Session ID
D: 128
Paper

11::00 am - 11:5
50 am

nventory of Strategies an
Twenty
T
Yearss of First-Yea
ar Student Success: An In
nd Programss
That
T
Work
Room:
R
Coral A
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
DeLaiine Priest, Univversity of Central Florida
Stefaniie Gisler, Univeersity of Central Florida
Marieb
bth Ehasz, Univversity of Centtral Florida *

Abstract
A
– Ov
ver the past 20
2 years, firstt-year studentt retention raates at the Unniversity of C
Central
Florida have increased
i
steadily from 70%
7
in 1994 to 87.5% inn 2014. Duriing the samee time
han doubled from 25,000 to almost 661,000. This paper
peeriod, overall enrollment has more th
deescribes strattegies and pro
ograms that have
h
been cruucial drivers for the increease in retentiion as
well
w as contrib
butors to oveerall academicc achievemennt in first-yeaar students. T
Tutoring, acaddemic
ad
dvising, coacching, careerr readiness, and
a
student engagement are among the strategies and
prrograms that will be exam
mined in thiss paper. Addiitionally, specific program
ms offered thhrough
offfices such as
a the Office of Student Involvement,, the Recreattion and Wellness Centerr, and
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Housing and Residence Life will be described. Both established as well as newly implemented
programs, such as the Knight Watch initiative (“Murky Middle”), will be the foci of this paper.

Lunch on Your Own

11:50 am - 1:30 pm

Take a break and enjoy visiting with your colleagues over lunch. There are several hotel
restaurant options available, plus some nearby choices as well. A list of local restaurants is
available at the conference registration desk.

Session ID: 151
Vendor Presentation

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


Achieving Impact Amid Complexity
Room: Pensacola
Authors: Michelle Cohenour, Baylor University *
Valerie McEvoy, Skyfactor *

Abstract – The call to improve student completion resounds from every angle and promising
practices abound from home-grown strategies to fully provided technology solutions. Changing
demographics, greater market competition, growth among low-income families, emerging
technologies, and finite resources - all add complexity to the thorny work of helping more
students succeed. Though the factors associated with student success and completion are
complex, impactful practices are largely simple. Regardless of organizational type, improving
outcome requires focus beyond the "what" and "how"; it necessitates a clear and compelling
"why" and "who". This session explores the complexities of student success and provides clear,
galvanizing strategies for growing the rate of student completion.

Session ID: 130
Paper

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


Big Universities Can't Obtain Quick Student Success Results … Or Can They?
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Authors: Richard D. Sluder, Middle Tennessee State University *
Vincent Windrow, Middle Tennessee State University *

Abstract – A common myth is that large universities lack the ability to move quickly to obtain
student success results. The authors present a case study at Middle Tennessee State University
(MTSU) where a well-defined set of strategic initiatives produced substantial increases in student
persistence in their first semester of implementation and tracking. The strategic initiatives
included: advising enhancements, employing more staff and applying predictive analytics,
investing in tutoring, applying a data-informed course redesign initiative, and implementing of a
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communication system with performance metrics. Following the first semester of full
implementation, MTSU’s fall-to-spring persistence rates increased 2.5 percentage points for
freshmen, 4.1 points for transfers, and 2 points for sophomores. This amounted to 413 additional
undergraduate students persisting. The authors discuss implementation of these strategic
initiatives that involved fully engaged leadership and a campus-wide collaborative effort.

Session ID: 140
Presentation

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


CSRDE – Data to Support Student Success
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Introductory Level
Authors: Sandra Whalen, The University of Oklahoma, CSRDE *
Lisa Moore, The University of Oklahoma *
Jane Zeff, William Paterson University *
Philip Garcia, California State University *

Abstract – The Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange began in 1994 as a
collaboration among Institutional Researchers who were interested in benchmarking student
retention and graduation. Since then we’ve expanded our mission to include sharing knowledge
by sponsoring the annual National Symposium on Student Retention, hosting our monthly
webinar series, and publishing our electronic book, “Building Bridges for Student Success: A
Sourcebook for Colleges and Universities”. Join us as we demonstrate ways that your institution
can use the CSRDE data to set benchmarks, inform decisions, and support student success.

Session ID: 35
Paper

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


Get Out of the Clouds: Using Data to Make Practical Decisions About Resources and
Initiatives
Room: Coral B
Intermediate Level
Author: Agnes Hooper Gottlieb, Seton Hall University *

Abstract – This paper describes how Seton Hall University’s Division of Student Services has
created a practical decision-making system that is fueled by analysis of the university’s data with
special attention focused on outcomes. In the past three years we have shifted emphasis from
first-year retention to college completion and created a series of special initiatives in response to
what our data were telling us. In addition to traditional retention data, we have analyzed
individual gateway courses, year-to-year success and student satisfaction. As a result, we
increased the offerings of our tutoring center, launched a Supplemental Instruction project,
created a Sophomore Center and a Transfer Student Center, increased communication to
upperclassmen, and initiated a customer-service policy. Seton Hall University draws data from an
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early-warning system, our administrative system, student surveys, course evaluations, historical
course outcomes and national survey instruments such as the National Survey of Student
Engagement. When we shifted our attention from retention to Completion, we also formed an
executive committee that meets informally every week to discuss data and brainstorm action
items to effect change.

Session ID: 49
Paper

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


Promoting Male College Students’ Short- and Long-Term Academic Achievement
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Introductory Level
Authors: Angela L. Vaughan, University of Northern Colorado *
Nicole M. Swanson, University of Northern Colorado
Brett D. Wilkinson, University of Northern Colorado

Abstract – Research has revealed a gender gap where male students have higher rates of
academic difficulties and lower college enrollment and graduation rates as compared to females.
This study measured the relationship of male student (including first-generation and minority
students) participation in a first-year seminar (FYS) and their first-term GPA and first-year
persistence for two cohorts (N = 828 and 683) and third-year persistence for one cohort. There
were significant differences in first-term GPA for all male student participants in both cohorts as
well as differences for each subgroup as compared to non-participants. These differences were as
high as 0.7 grade points (on 4-point scale). Additionally, there were significant differences in
first- and third-year persistence for each of the cohorts and subgroups analyzed. There were
strong statistical findings where the range of differences in persistence between all male
participants and non-participants were as large as almost 25% (third-year persistence). For male
minority students, this difference increased to 34%. The study presents strong evidence for a
three-credit, academic-based FYS to promote higher male student achievement over both the
short- and long-term.

Session ID: 152
Vendor Presentation

1:30 pm - 2:20 pm


Retention Begins in Recruitment and Ends With Successful Alumni
Room: Florida Bay 2
Author: Patrick Kelly, TargetX *

Abstract – With over half of students at public institutions not completing their degrees in six
years, let alone four, higher ed has a true crisis on its hands. We believe that student success starts
with prospective students and ends with successful alumni -- and this takes a campuswide effort.
Join Patrick Kelly, TargetX’s VP of Implementation Services for this exciting session and learn
how you can leverage technology to find students that are right for your college -- and how to
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work
w
together as a campuss to retain th
hese students. He’ll share best practicees for stream
mlining
yo
our applicatio
on process an
nd effectively communicatiing with prosspective studeents as well ass how
yo
ou can leveraage technolog
gy to track stu
udent data, seet university-w
wide goals foor student reteention
an
nd connect th
he people wh
ho interact wiith students oon a daily baasis – resultinng in a stream
mlined
efffort for studeent retention.

Session ID
D: 59
Paper

30 pm - 2:20 pm
1:3

arm: Designiing an Early Alert System
m for First-Y
Year Students at a Small,
Sound the Ala
Private,
P
Four--Year, Resid
dential, Liberral Arts Colleege
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 3
In
ntermediate Level
L
Author:
A
Tracey Childs, The Un
niversity of Sou
uth Alabama *

Abstract
A
– When
W
institutio
ons fail to reetain studentss, the financiial impact is negative—bbudget
sh
hortfalls ensu
ue, and smalll institutions become vulnnerable to cllosing. In adddition to finaancial
im
mplications fo
or institutionss, there are alsso consequennces for studeents who do nnot persist. Feederal
Reserve
R
researrchers Jaison Abel and Ricchard Deitz fo
found the gapp between college graduatees and
th
hose who did not earn a co
ollege degree is wider now
w than in yearrs past becausse, while wagges for
co
ollege graduaates have nott increased, the
t earnings for those witthout a degreee continue tto fall
(2
2014). Reseaarch has shown that earlly warnings and intervenntions help students (Beeck &
Davidson,
D
200
01; Chandlerr & Potter, 2012; Faulc oner et al., 2013; Kolennvic et al., 2013;
Lorenzetti,
L
20
009; Ramsbu
urg, 2007). Positive ressults, includding increaseed retention rates
(L
Lorenzetti, 20
009), are asso
ociated with early alert syystems. The author explains the proceess by
which
w
a smalll, four-year, residential,
r
liiberal arts coollege adopted and implem
mented an hoolistic
eaarly alert systtem aimed to increase firstt to second yeear retention.. The process included adoopting
a theoretical framework,
f
engaging
e
stak
keholders, dessigning an eaarly alert sysstem, restructturing
sttaff responsib
bilities, and piiloting and im
mplementing a system. Connference attenndees will gaiin tips
on
n how to implement similaar systems at their own insstitutions.

Session ID
D: 13
Paper

1:3
30 pm - 2:20 pm


Utilizing
U
Instiitutional Datta to Design a College-Wiide Retention
n Program
Room:
R
Coral A
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Scott Mertes,
M
Mid Michigan
M
Comm
munity College *
Mike Jankoviak,
J
Mid
d Michigan Co
ommunity Colleege

Abstract
A
– Reetention is a complex
c
issuee of great impportance. Seveeral retentionn models havee been
deeveloped to help
h
explain this
t phenomeenon. The moost studied off these models is Tinto’s (1987)
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interactionalist model. However, this model has produced inconsistent results when applied to
community colleges. Research attempting to validate this model at the institution under review
have also produced inconsistent results. Because of the varying results, several national
researchers have attempted to identify predictor variables using statistical analysis. However,
because community colleges by their very nature are so heterogeneous, variables that appear to
impact retention at one particular community college may not impact retention at another.
Attempts to identify predictor variables at the institution under review failed to identify variables
that explained a significant amount of variance. As a result, the college took a different direction
to study the issue. Utilizing Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP) tools, a group of
college stakeholders identified potential barriers to student retention. From this, quantitative
(survey) and qualitative (open-ended questions) methods were utilized to gather information from
the students themselves to gain a more in-depth understanding of retention from the students’
point of view. A campus-wide retention plan was then developed to address the variables
identified. At present, the model hasn’t been fully implemented. As such, there are no available
data on the impact of the interventions discussed above. The focus of this paper and presentation
is on the data gathering process.

Session ID: 37
Two-Part Tutorial

1:30 pm - 3:25 pm


Promoting Adult Learner Success With Adapted High Impact Practices
Room: Florida Bay 1
Intermediate Level
Author: Marguerite Weber, Cabrini College *

Abstract – “High Impact Practices” contribute strongly to student success, especially for
historically underserved students. Outcomes associated with HIPs include deep learning and selfreported gains in general, personal, and practical knowledge and with increasing students’
perceptions of level of academic challenge, active and collaborative learning, student-faculty
interaction, and supportive campus environment (Kuh, 2008). But adult learners, especially parttime students, may not have access to these experiences or may feel alienated from learning
environments designed to promote cognitive development in traditionally-aged students.
Participants will compare outcomes associated with HIPs for traditional students and those of
adapted HIPs and will learn how to adapt adult learning programs, services, and pedagogies to
capture these outcomes and assess their impact on adult retention and success. Then, they will
learn about faculty development, course redesign, and aligning co-curricular activities to sustain
the change.
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Session ID: 15
Paper

2:35 pm - 3:25 pm


A Predictive Model of Canadian College Student Retention
Room: Florida Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Morgan Blair, Medicine Hat College *
Peggy Patterson, The University of Calgary

Abstract – A gap exists in the research literature on the predictors of retention at Canadian
community colleges. To examine retention among Canadian college students, data was sourced
from two colleges in Western Canada. Astin’s input-environment-output model was used to
frame the research. Multivariable logistic regression was used to develop predictive models of
college student retention. Retention was examined among the sample as a whole, among each
college separately, and among each credential type. Despite vast demographic differences
between the samples of students attending the two colleges, the retention rate did not differ by
institution. However, significant differences were observed by credential type. The predictors of
retention were similar for students attending each college. The overall results indicate that
retention was most strongly predicted by full-time credit load and having a GPA above the 50th
percentile. The results suggest that the dynamics of retention may be unique to each credential
type. The results show that environmental variables were the main predictors of retention. The
results can be used to inform policy and practice at Canadian colleges, thereby helping to guide
allocation of resources towards strategies that may produce the greatest return on investment in
terms of improved retention.

Session ID: 53
Paper

2:35 pm - 3:25 pm


Academic Connections in Education: Supporting Students Recovering From Academic
Suspension
Room: Coral B
Intermediate Level
Authors: Amanda Phillips, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro *
Dana F. Saunders, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Ashley Bowman-Green, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Gabriel O. Bermea, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley *

Abstract – Academic Connections in Education (ACE) is a Noel-Levitz award winning program
that supports students returning to The University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG) after
academic suspension or with an approved academic suspension appeal. The program focuses on
guiding students in creating positive and lasting connections with faculty, staff, and resources at
UNCG. The program provides students a safe and collaborative environment to explore the
emotions of being suspended, define their personal success, and create goals for a successful
future. Retention data from 2010 to present shows retention rates (after one year) increased 10%
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(and continues to rise) for students when they participated in the program their first semester after
returning from suspension. This paper will provide information about student demographics,
retention rates, and programmatic practices that have helped make ACE a successful program for
retaining students after academic suspension.

Session ID: 50
Paper

2:35 pm - 3:25 pm


Assessing First Year Seminar Participation, Academic Engagement and Self-Efficacy, and
College Student Achievement
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Authors: Angela L. Vaughan, University of Northern Colorado *
Brett D. Wilkinson, University of Northern Colorado
Nicole M. Swanson, University of Northern Colorado

Abstract – This study measured the relationship of college engagement, academic self-efficacy,
and student achievement with students’ performance in their first-year seminar (FYS).
Participants were enrolled in a three-credit, academic-based FYS (n = 208). Entering high school
engagement and index score (i.e., entering composite score of high school GPA and college
entrance exams) were used as controls in the analyses. Further analyses examined whether
differences existed within these variables for different student at-risk subgroups (i.e., male, firstgeneration, and minority students) as well as potential changes between entering high school
engagement score and college engagement score after one semester. The results showed that
students’ performance in their FYS was significantly related to college engagement (model
accounting for almost 20% of the variance), academic self-efficacy (as a single variable,
accounting for 16% of the variance), and spring credit loads for all students. Additionally, there
was a significant positive change in engagement from high school to college for all students.

Session ID: 144
Vendor Presentation

2:35 pm - 3:25 pm


Empowering Professionals With Data Driven Identification of Student Care Opportunities
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Authors: Matthew Boisvert, Pharos Resources *
Michael Lewis, Pharos Resources *

Abstract – If human resources were unlimited we would not need to identify and focus on only
those students with heightened risk factors. Obviously, this is not the situation in higher
education. Actionable data uncovers students that are likely to need support. Here are three levels
of actionable data that will help identify and prioritize the students who will benefit from a timely
and targeted intervention. These three levels build upon one another and will ultimately lead to a
student care team that is able to predict and employ effective interventions that can ensure a
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student’s success. First level: Walk before you can run. Start by knowing which groups persist
and which do not at your institution. While this information is seldom surprising to anyone on
campus it is important to verify what is usually suspected. Second level: Go for a jog. Now that
you know how to describe those students who persist at or below average rates for your
institution you can combine those three to five attributes to make some basic predictions. Third
level: Run! At this point you may build highly accurate predictive models to stratify the
population and assign specific risk values.

Session ID: 139
Paper

2:35 pm - 3:25 pm


Looking at the Success of Community College Transfer Cohorts With CSRDE Data: An
Exploratory Analysis
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Intermediate Level
Authors: Gerald McLaughlin, DePaul University *
Richard Howard, University of Minnesota *
Josetta McLaughlin, Roosevelt University *
Blake Cannon, Phillips Community College of the University of Arkansas *

Abstract – Graduation and retention rates for institutions have been viewed as proxies for
institutional performance measures, both in the consumers’ decision process of where to attend
and in the governmental agencies’ discussion of what to fund. Institutions view their performance
on these measures as levers for rankings and as material for their branding statements. Almost all
graduation and retention rates are based on the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(IPEDS) Cohort of First-time Full-time degree seeking students. This cohort is fine for some
purposes but is totally flawed for other purposes. The Consortium for Student Retention Data
Exchange (CSRDE) at the University of Oklahoma responded to this problem by starting a data
exchange based on transfers who enrolled in a 4 year institution from a community college. This
exchange has multiple years of data for 117 senior institutions who have reported 8 years of
outcomes for their transfer cohorts. This research looks at the potential for using these data in
ways similar to the use of the IPEDS cohort. The analyses include a set of about 40 additional
IPEDS data. Results indicate that the data have extremely good properties with respect to trends,
correlations, and regression analyses. Next steps are discussed. Specifics of the cohort and the
data sharing are provided in the Appendices.
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Presentattion

2:3
35 pm - 3:25 pm


The
T Freshman
n Diversity Experience:
E
Implementin
I
ng New Diverrsity Curricu
ulum Into
Existing
E
Prog
grams
Room:
R
Pensacola
In
ntroductory Level
L
Author:
A
Kathleeen Wong(Lau), The Universityy of Oklahomaa *

Abstract
A
– Th
his summer, the
t University
y of Oklahom
ma implemennted a new diiversity experrience
fo
or new studen
nts. The exten
nded orientation camp and the first yearr seminar couurse were chossen as
tw
wo primary delivery
d
mech
hanisms for th
his curriculum
m. Find out hhow the univeersity implem
mented
th
his curriculum
m, used theorretically baseed assessmentt measures foor attitudinal change, coggnitive
frraming and so
ocial action. Learn
L
about th
he obstacles thhey overcamee, and lessonss they learnedd.

Session ID
D: 75
Paper

2:3
35 pm - 3:25 pm

Third-Semest
T
ter Retention
n Success: Leehman Collegge’s Freshmaan Year Initiiative Prograam
Room:
R
Coral A
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Steven
n Wyckoff, Lehm
man College – CUNY *
Zenaid
da Bough, Leh
hman College – CUNY *

Abstract
A
– On
ne of the majo
or retention in
nitiatives at L
Lehman Colleege, for over two decades,, is its
Frreshman Yeaar Initiative program (FY
YI). Lehman ’s third-semeester persisteence rates reached
81.8% for the 2011 freshm
man cohort, 82.1%
8
for 20 12, and 83.44% for 2013. With the naational
reetention averrage of 64.2
2% for four--year public institutions (ACT, 20144), Lehman’ss FYI
prrogram, whicch has won naational recogn
nition, wouldd be happy too share its besst practices. F
FYI is
bu
uilt on a leaarning comm
munity cohortt structure aiimed at com
mprehensive inntervention iin the
accademic expeerience of freeshmen. Straategies focus on all aspeccts of the stuudent’s experience,
em
mbracing acaademic, sociaal, and human
nistic concernns. The learnning communnities are based on
cu
urricular integration of lin
nked courses, resulting inn an interdiscciplinary appproach to first-year
sttudies. The program
p
initiaates faculty dialogue
d
and developmennt, and buildss awareness oof the
crritical importtance of integ
grating first-y
year studentss into the colllege commuunity. The leaarning
co
ommunities th
hat emerge heelp to foster greater
g
intelleectual connecttions betweenn students andd their
faaculty, and beetween discip
plines. Collaborative instruuctional strateegies require students to taake an
acctive role in their
t
own learrning. The disscernible connnectedness inn the academiic experiencee links
th
hem as conneected learnerrs. Simultaneous engagem
ment with leaarning for stuudents and fa
faculty
un
nderlies learn
ning communiity rationale.
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Why
W Studentss Stay: Leverraging Institu
utional Stren
ngths to Supp
port Studentts
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 2
Author:
A
Joretta Nelson, Credo
o*

Abstract
A
– While
W
postsecondary in
nstitutions innvest significcant effort and resources in
un
nderstanding why students leave, a mo
ore importantt question butt often ignoreed question iss why
sttudents choosse to stay. Thee Why Studen
nts Stay® (WS
SS) initiativee studied seveen higher educcation
in
nstitutions to uncover the institutional strengths andd practices thhat led studennts to stay att their
in
nstitution. Stu
udents descriibed six areas that made a difference: academic integration, social
in
ntegration, su
upport for id
dentity develo
opment, physsical and ressidential spacces that prom
moted
co
ommunity, in
ndividual sup
pport from faaculty and staaff, and the bbelief that theeir education was a
go
ood value. However,
H
how
w students experienced
e
tthese six areeas varied siignificantly aacross
scchools, suggeesting that insttitutions–likee students–havve specific strrengths that sshould be expplored.
In
n this presen
ntation, we will
w introduce WSS, engagee participantss in using thee WSS instruument,
an
nd discuss im
mplementing the
t WSS stud
dy on their ow
wn campus. A
After attendinng the sessioon, the
paarticipants wiill be able to 1) understand
d factors that impact studeents' decisionss to remain inn their
accademic instittution; 2) practice and use of assessmennt items to exxplore studentt, faculty, stafff, and
in
nstitutional sttrengths; and 3) explore ways
w
to use tthe Why Stuudents Stay innstrument onn their
caampuses.

Icce Cream Social and Exh
hibitor Visits

3:255 pm - 4:00 p
pm

Florid
da Bay Lobb
by

Jo
oin us for thee ice cream social
s
and an
n opportunity to visit withh our exhibitoors. If you hhaven't
allready done so, be sure to take yourr Exhibitor A
Activity form
m to each tabble, visit witth the
reepresentativess, and have them
t
stamp your
y
form. A
After the form
m is completee, turn it in at the
co
onference reg
gistration desk
k and you willl be entered tto win one off the excellentt prizes donatted by
seeveral of the vendors. The drawing will take placee during the Wednesday lluncheon, andd you
must
m
be presen
nt to win. Priizes and donors include: $$200 Amazonn gift card (C
Copley Retenntion);
$100 Amazon gift card (AsspirEDU, Incc.); FitBit (Skkyfactor); andd $50 Starbuccks gift card (Pink
Leopard
L
Softw
ware).
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Beyond
B
Early
y Alerts: Usin
ng Personalizzed Data to F
Facilitate Stu
udent Success
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 2
Author:
A
Ryan O'Connell,
O
Camp
mpusLabs *
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Abstract – To create effective strategies for improving student retention rates and overall
success, leaders in higher education need information that anticipates the potential barriers. Yet
all too often, this knowledge seems elusive. Even when administrators have information about
individual students, the challenge becomes knowing which programmatic interventions will be
the most effective. Imagine harnessing the power of variable student data to create anticipatory
tools for a more efficient intervention approach. These tools would utilize predictive data to
enable students and advisors to forge highly targeted strategies for success. This presentation will
help institutions understand how to connect all of the academic and demographic information
within the data-rich ecosystem of their campuses. The presenter will discuss the use of automated,
personalized signals tied to a student’s intellectual and emotional behavior. The goal is a “smart”
system that not only diagnoses and predicts the factors affecting individual success, but also
prescribes constructive solutions long before an early alert is needed. After this session, attendees
should be able to understand the non-cognitive factors that influence success; appreciate student
data from a holistic perspective; apply the concept behind “the Internet of things”—the ability of
everyday, connected technologies to anticipate human needs—to new approaches to student
retention.

Session ID: 2
Paper

4:00 pm - 4:50 pm


Changing the Culture: Using Risk/Need Principles to Move Student Retention Practice
From Passive-Reactive to Strategic Intervention
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Author: Peter R. Jones, Temple University *

Abstract – Retention based risk-need-responsivity principles enhance the strategic focus of
institutional policies and practices. They help identify who receives attention (highest risk), what
interventions to employ (matched to need) and when the interventions should be implemented.
Temple University is moving from a mostly passive-reactive model of student support to more
proactive interventions utilizing risk-needs-responsivity principles to improve student retention.
Risk models are empirically derived using institution specific data. Models are developed for
different stages of an undergraduate career and are revised annually. The specific predictors vary
by type of student and stage of academic career. The variety of risk factors support the belief that
risk-needs based interventions should not be generic, one size fits all approaches. They should
respond to the specific risk profile of students and the different demands of their school/college.
Appropriate and adequate institutional resources are essential to successful intervention –
particularly academic advising, student support programs and financial aid. This paper describes
the theoretical, quantitative and practical development of Temple’s risk based retention program
and discusses current plans for continued enhancement. Though retention data lag interventions
by a few years the early evidence at Temple is positive – with improvements in both retention and
graduation rates.
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Paper

4:00 pm - 4:50 pm


Establishing Administrative Functions That Support Student Persistence and Completion
Initiatives Throughout the Student Lifecycle
Room: Florida Bay 1
Intermediate Level
Author: Nathan Miller, Columbia College of Missouri *

Abstract – Student retention is an important systemic, institutional, and student concern, and
dialogue on the topic has gained prominence in the postsecondary education discourse (Miller,
2014). In response, colleges and universities are working to improve student success through
programs housed in multiple organizational divisions such as Academic Affairs, Student Affairs,
and Enrollment Management. In order to develop a campus-wide and longitudinal student success
plan, administrative functions must be in place to accommodate the design, implementation, and
evaluation of programs across institutional silos. Cross-institutional coordination of these
activities will aid in the creation of persistence and completion initiatives that provide support
throughout the student lifecycle. This report outlines administrative functions that will serve as
catalysts for these types of student persistence and completion programs. Four administrative
areas are discussed: analytics and data management, administrative procedures and policies,
academic policies and environment, and access to and expansion of student services. Examples of
cross-institutional activities in these areas are included, and results on program design,
implementation, and evaluation are addressed.

Session ID: 55
Paper

4:00 pm - 4:50 pm


Moving From STEM Readiness to STEM Success: The Role of Student and Institutional
Effects
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Intermediate Level
Authors: Justine Radunzel, ACT, Inc. *
Krista Mattern, ACT, Inc.
Paul Westrick, ACT, Inc.
Aaron Witherspoon, University of Dayton *
Rebekah Lawhorn, University of Dayton *
Susan Sexton, University of Dayton *

Abstract – Research clearly suggests that students who are better prepared academically in
mathematics and science (as measured by standardized test scores) generally have greater chances
of persisting and completing a degree in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics)-related fields. Yet, a number of high-scoring students do not complete a degree in
STEM, while some low-scoring students are able to do so. What can we learn about STEM
readiness from these students? This session addresses this question using data for approximately
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30,000 STEM majors from nearly 50 postsecondary institutions by comparing degree profiles
between low- and high-scoring students in relation to other student characteristics. Study findings
illustrate the multidimensional nature of STEM readiness that includes academic preparedness,
vocational interests, and other non-cognitive characteristics. Moreover, we find substantial
variation in STEM success rates across institutions even among similar ability students. These
latter results allude to the contributions that institutional effects have on STEM success beyond
student readiness. The University of Dayton, one of the partnering institutions with higher
success rates, will share what they are doing to promote student success in STEM through their
various academic and advising supports, Discover Science programs, and STEM Summer Bridge
programs.

Session ID: 63
Paper

4:00 pm - 4:50 pm


Re-Framing Business Education: Spontaneity, Functional Teaching and Divergent
Thinking in the Creative Agency Classroom
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Jebediah Gorham, Southern Vermont College *
Stacey Hills, Southern Vermont College

Abstract – According to the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB),
an undergraduate business education is the conduit by which students learn concepts and build
skills for future academic work or careers. However, AACSB structure can be cognitively
limiting for some institutions, resulting in greater focus on achievement outcomes than
development of abstract behavioral results, such as divergent thinking. We describe divergent
thinking as thought processing targeted at generating creative ideas through the exploration of a
multitude of potential solutions. Our uniquely integrated cross-course experiences offer studentcentered learning, self-directed teamwork, community partnerships and risk-taking that best
develop students and create the optimum experience. The current longitudinal study focuses on
the collection of both quantitative and qualitative evidence related to our pedagogy and the
student experience. The purpose of this work is to share our results and gather feedback so we can
continue to refine and test our evolving business education model. Results from our first two
years of study indicate that students perceive our classroom strategies as effective and a
contributing factor to their retention at the college and in their degree program. We hope to
support the re-framing of business education and share best practices as we learn more about the
impact of our work.
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Retention
R
Rad
dar: Utilizing
g Institutiona
al Effectiven
ness and Asseessment Loop
ps to Promotte
Student Succeess
Room:
R
Coral B
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Ashleee Spannagel, Frontier
F
Commu
unity College *
Cynth
hia Howell, Cap
pella Universitty *
Barba
ara Keener, Ca
apella Universiity *

Abstract
A
– Measuring
M
student learning
g outcomes aand utilizing the resultingg data to plann and
im
mprove studen
nt performancce continues to be a majorr challenge too institutions focused on sttudent
reetention. Current nationall enrollment trends point to the increeasing numbeer of first-tim
me-inco
ollege studen
nts enrolling
g at commun
nity and tecchnical colleeges who haave an unreaalistic
co
onfidence regarding theirr true acadeemic abilitiess (Lowery, 22004). Ongooing retentionn and
peersistence ressearch emphaasizes the imp
portance of thhe assessmennt of student learning outccomes
fo
or first-time-iin-college stu
udents. This presentation/p
p
publication w
will review annd analyze thee first
ph
hase of a co
ommunity co
ollege-based study that aaddresses the needs of fiirst-time-in-coollege
sttudents through aligned in
nterventions and
a outcomess measurement. The preseenters examinne the
sttudy's first ph
hase in order to
t determine effective
e
asseessment proceesses. The stuudy's central ggoal is
to
o determine key
k indicatorrs of studentt achievemennt of the inteended learninng outcomess. The
sttudy's first ph
hase offers a primary
p
platfo
orm on whichh to build viabble assessmennts and depenndable
ou
utcomes measurements. The presenterss will engage participants iin a discussioon on strategiies for
asssessment, co
orresponding intervention
i
enhancements
e
s, and subseqquent student success.

Session ID
D: 77
Paper

4:0
00 pm - 4:50 pm


Streamlining Retention an
nd Increased
d Successes: A Case Studyy of Adrian C
College
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 3
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Agnes I. Caldwell, Adrian College *
Bridgette Winslow, Adrian
A
Collegee *

Abstract
A
– Tw
wo years of deeclining reten
ntion rates at Adrian Colleege resulted inn a compreheensive
sttudy of attritiion. The anallysis showed five areas oof concern: laate depositorss, at-risk incooming
sttudents, malee athletes in basketball
b
an
nd football, oout-of-state sttudents, and African Ameerican
males.
m
An inteentional re-sttructuring of programs annd initiatives resulted in significantly hhigher
reetention ratess in many of these areass of concernn including: tthe at-risk pprogram (56-996%),
fo
ootball retentiion (33% to 78%),
7
basketb
ball retention (36% to 95%
%) during fall 2014. This seession
will
w share prog
gram improveements based
d on organizaation and cultture theory appplied to acaddemic
an
nd non-academic programm
ming with a checklist
c
to guuide future crross-division planning.
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Session ID: 57
Paper

4:00 pm - 4:50 pm


The “Exploration Plan” Version 2.0 Based on Four Years of Progress
Room: Coral A
Intermediate Level
Authors: Jeffrey L. Pellegrino, Kent State University
Jon Steven Antalvari, Jr., Kent State University *
Kristin Bechter, Kent State University *

Abstract – In 2010, Kent State University implemented a policy that required students to declare
a major by the time they earned 45 credit hours. Then in 2011 Kent State University implemented
the “Exploratory Plan” to enrich the experience of their undecided students to support their major
declaration decision. This study assessed the original six components through multiple inputs
from students, institutional research, and professional practices. This assessment combined with
the current culture of career readiness, increasing student debt, and best practices for student
success suggests a need for stronger connection between purposeful actions by staff, learning
outcomes by the student, expanded sources of support and through a behavioral model. The
Transtheoretical Model is used in v.2 to aid in framing the Exploratory Plan and to assess it in the
future. From having quality data on the outcomes of the first version and an understanding of the
current and future context in which it exists today and tomorrow, we recommend components and
their organization for v.2 of the Plan.

Birds of a Feather

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

To end your day, join one of our Birds of a Feather sessions for informal dialogue and
networking. Choose a specific topic area and meet with colleagues who have similar interests.
Afterwards, you may wish to continue the conversation with your colleagues at dinner.

Session ID: 180
Academic Advising and Retention
Room: Coral B
Moderator: Kathleen Shea Smith, The University of Oklahoma *

Session ID: 178
Best Practices in Two-Year Institutions
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Moderators: Carly Walters, Pasco-Hernando State College *
Bob Bade, Pasco-Hernando State College *
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Birds of a Feather (Continued)

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Session ID: 183
Enrollment Management and Retention
Room: Florida Bay 2
Moderator: Reine Sarmiento, Lehman College-CUNY *

Session ID: 181
Faculty and Retention
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Moderator: Robert Terry, The University of Oklahoma *

Session ID: 177
Graduate Student Retention
Room: Pensacola
Moderator: Jane Zeff, William Paterson University *

Session ID: 185
Institutional Research and Retention
Room: Florida Bay 3
Moderator: Susan Sexton, University of Dayton *

Session ID: 184
Minorities and Retention
Room: Coral A
Moderator: Kathleen Wong(Lau), The University of Oklahoma *

Session ID: 182
Retention in HBCUs
Room: Caribbean AB
Moderator: Dwedor Ford, Central State University *

Session ID: 179
Small, Private Institutions
Room: Florida Bay 1
Moderator: Marguerite Weber, Cabrini College *

Wednesday, 11/4/2015

Continental Breakfast

Poster Session

7:15 am - 8:30 am

7:45 am - 9:00 am

Florida Bay Lobby

Arctic Ballroom

The Poster Session will be presented in the Arctic Ballroom. This session provides a freeform
way to interact with colleagues about student success efforts on their campuses. Posters submitted
before 9:00 am on Tuesday will be judged throughout the day on Tuesday, and the winner of the
Best Poster Award will be announced at the luncheon today.

Academic Advising at the University of Central Florida: A Shared Model for Student
Success
Authors: DeLaine Priest, University of Central Florida
Stephen O'Connell, University of Central Florida *

Abstract – Over 6,400 First Time in College (FTIC) and 8,000 transfer students transition to the
University of Central Florida (UCF) each year. The university employs a centralized academic
advising structure for the first year, offering FTIC students a central hub for their advising needs.
Centralized advising has been found to positively impact GPA and student persistence. As FTIC
students progress to their second year of enrollment, they transition into a shared academic
advising structure receiving advising from both academic advising offices within each college
and faculty advisors. Students who have selected a major are provided advising that is aligned
with the requirements of their major, and they will continue to receive departmental advising until
they graduate. Advisors employ appreciative, intrusive, developmental, and integrated advising
strategies to address students’ concerns. Undeclared and students changing their major receive
advising through the Sophomore and Second Year Center. Transfer and Transition Services offer
pre-advising services for transfer students. The 2013-14 FTIC retention rate was 87.5%, which
marks a 0.4% increase compared to the previous year, and the current most recent six-year FTIC
graduation rate (69.7%) showed an increase of over 2% compared to the previous year.


Becoming SAGE: Learning From the Past and Retaining Student Athletes at a Rural,
Primarily Two-Year Campus
Authors: Danielle Mitchell, Penn State Fayette Campus *
Mary Budinsky, Penn State Fayette Campus *

Abstract – One of the many things that academic research has shown is that even exciting,
progressive, and promising opportunities to help students can be sucked up into a vortex of
futility created by campus politics, faculty resistance, and administrative micromanagement. Over
time, the impact on employee morale and student retention can be devastating. Our small, rural,
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primarily two-year campus lost over 30 percent of its athletes within several years, for instance,
and the rate of academically ineligible players jumped from just over 5 percent to an average of
25 percent. Efforts to address the issue became increasingly hopeless as campus employees lost
faith in their ability to effect purposeful change and student athletes became an even more at-risk
population with virtually no coherent methods of support to address cognitive or non-cognitive
variables impacting persistence. This poster will show how campus leaders tried to learn from
past mistakes to develop a systemic program (SAGE—Student Athletes Graduate and Excel) to
support the integration, cognitive development, satisfaction, and success of student athletes.
Preliminary results will be drawn from the 2014-15 academic year, during which 36 percent of
athletes were enrolled in the program, and will include references to Tinto, Bean, Pascarella and
Terenzini.


Breaking Boundaries: A Comprehensive Model for Students in Academic Recovery
Authors: Gabriel Bermea, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley *
Pat Combs, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Ashley Green, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Amanda Phillips, University of North Carolina at Greensboro *
Dana Saunders, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Abstract – In fall 2014, the Students First Office (SFO) established and implemented a new
comprehensive model for students in academic recovery. The new model addresses four distinct
institutional levels of academic recovery – academic warning, academic probation, academic
suspension, and academic dismissal – with five primary learning goals: 1. learners will
understand the fundamental academic policies, procedures, and resources necessary for
restoration of academic good standing, 2. learners will develop realistic goals and determine
strategies for achieving goals, 3. learners will connect university policies and resources with
individual circumstances to restore academic good standing, 4. learners will identify and engage
with members of the university community who can support them in achieving their short and
long term goals, and 5. learners will construct a plan for strategically utilizing resources and
services to support their academic success. While traditional interventions for students in
academic recovery reflects a deficit-driven approach, new interventions built on the significant
learning philosophy and model have tremendous potential for students in academic recovery.
Preliminary programmatic data at all levels of academic recovery indicates impact resulting in an
elevation in cumulative GPA, increased academic recovery program completion, gains in
continued enrollment, and greater connections to campus resources.


Does Faculty Classroom Technique Have a Significant Impact on Retention?
Authors: Nathan Dickmeyer, LaGuardia Community College-CUNY
Chunjuan Zhu, LaGuardia Community College-CUNY *
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Abstract – A sister community college ranked faculty by their retention of students and had the
top retainers teach their techniques to all faculty. Retention was improved. At LaGuardia
Community College, we did not wish to proceed with this endeavor until we could prove that the
contribution of individual faculty members toward retention was statistically significant. Too
often faculty believe that the courses they teach or the students they attract, not their own
techniques, lead to student disassociation with college. To gain faculty support thus required that
we hold all other known retention-affecting variables constant, including student progress (e.g.
GPA and credits earned) and behaviors (e.g., registering early, withdrawing from courses), and
course characteristics (like level to which the course exceeded expectations of student retention).
We found that the contribution toward student retention by faculty who retained students more
than expected, using student and course variables as predictors of our expectation, was
significant. At the poster session we will make our techniques available in a handout. We are now
ready to proceed to the next stage of learning and teaching the techniques of high retention
faculty to all faculty.


Empowering Female Students in Engineering Technology Majors
Author: Melanie Villatoro, New York City College of Technology *

Abstract – In spring 2015, the Department of Construction Management and Civil Engineering
Technology (CMCE) at City Tech piloted a peer advisement program to increase retention and
enrollment of female students in associate degree programs in engineering technology. The
program offered peer advisement, internship preparation, and career seminars. Participation in
the program provided a support network for females in the major and helped them develop
personal and professional skills necessary to graduate with their AAS degree within two years
and advance their career through full time employment in the industry or pursuing a bachelor’s
degree in a related major. In order to implement the program activities, experienced students
were hired as peer advisors and one student was hired as the program coordinator. The program
was led by students, peers empowering peers, both first year students and experienced students
benefit from participation in the program.


Every Student Success Story has a Beginning, Middle, and End: How to Motivate and
Inspire Success Through a Case Management Approach to Advisement of Traditional and
Non-Traditional At-Risk Students
Authors: Angela Taibi, Niagara County Community College *
Winifred Storms, Niagara County Community College *

Abstract – Are you looking for a new advisement model or to increase the retention of a specific
population? Our case management approach has a proven record of student success and retention
which will be supported by data, documentation, and student testimonials. Our caseload consists
of developmental career and technical education majors whose academic placement test scores
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fell below the school’s minimum requirements in writing, reading, and math. Those students are
assigned to a program advisor by which their progress is coordinated, monitored and tracked
throughout their time at NCCC. Because of this case management program, these students have
an average persistence rate of 75% and an average retention rate of 55% - a 10% increase from
NCCC’s average developmental student retention overall. Niagara County Community College is
a state two-year institution offering more than 70 degree and certificate programs and is located
in Sanborn, New York. Stop by our display and start writing your students’ success stories today!
Benefits of visiting our display for attendees: first-hand accounts from the program’s advisors
examples of students this advisement model has helped to achieve success; statistics of success
rates for the program; and strategies for working with developmental and non-traditional students.


Implementation of Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL) to Address Low Student Performance
in General and Organic Chemistry and Psychology Statistics
Authors: Jahangir Emrani, North Carolina A&T State University *
Alvin Keyes, North Carolina A&T State University
Marion Franks, North Carolina A&T State University
Divi Venka Teswarlu, North Carolina A&T State University
Julius Harp, North Carolina A&T State University
Sayo Fakayode, North Carolina A&T State University
Tanya Pinder, North Carolina A&T State University

Abstract – A recent study at North Carolina A&T State University showed low conceptual and
algorithmic general chemistry skills among STEM candidates. Poor performance in general
chemistry related to the overall low student performance, low retention, and high DFW rates must
be addressed. One nationally recognized best practice model to address such shortcomings is
Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL) or Workshop Chemistry originally offered by Project
Kaleidoscope. PLTL as an active social learning vehicle provides a comfortable environment in
which students are encouraged to express their ideas about a given problem. In PLTL sessions,
groups of 6-8 students question, analyze, discuss, and debate problems and provide solutions in
an informal atmosphere while mastering the underlying concepts. We have implemented the
PLTL model in two general chemistry courses, one organic chemistry, and one psychology
statistics course in spring of 2015. Results of our implementation of the PLTL model in these
courses will be presented. In the poster presentation, each PLTL class will be compared with a
traditionally taught control class. Standard tests will be used where possible as pre- and post-tests
to measure the effect of the PLTL intervention. In the coming years, effect of the intervention on
retention of students will also be explored.
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Improving Student Success by Coordinating Support Services via an Early Alert System
Authors: Margot Edlin, Queensborough Community College-CUNY
Elisabeth Lackner, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *
Paul Marchese, Queensborough Community College-CUNY

Abstract – Since 2011, Queensborough Community College has worked to develop and grow the
Student Support Network (SSN), initially developed to target a small group of students in STEM
majors. Inherently an early alert system, it enabled timely and efficient communication between
faculty, student support personnel, and students to address academic problems before it was too
late. The project quickly grew in size and was implemented campus-wide in the academic year
2012-2013. This network was expanded again in fall 2013 using Starfish Retention Solutions
software. Faculty participation and student outreach increased. Evidence suggests that combining
Early Alert with tutoring most benefits students. Developmental course sections that participated
in the Student Support Network had higher pass rates and lower withdrawal rates than those that
did not. Institutional effectiveness found that the exit from remediation rates increased in recent
terms for which the Student Support Network was in place, as did pass rates in gateway
mathematics and freshmen composition courses.


Increasing Retention of STEM Majors Through SI and SLA
Authors: Steven DeRosa, Mercy College
Anthony Canger, Mercy College *

Abstract – This paper describes the aggressive approach taken by Mercy College to address the
high DFWI rate of students in gatekeeper STEM courses through the implementation of
Supplemental Instruction (SI) and Structured Learning Assistance (SLA). A comparison of the
persistence rate of SI and Non-SI participants during a spring 2014 pilot (84% as compared to
75%) demonstrated the positive impact of SI support in gatekeeper courses. As a result, the
School of Natural Health and Sciences added mandatory weekly one hour recitations to the
curriculum of both General Chemistry I and General Biology I. As the SI model had proven
effective, it was posited that recitations could be conducted by peer leaders in a manner more akin
to an SLA model in which students register for a course which includes additional group study
hours as a requirement. This paper further discusses the rationale for the switch from a voluntary
form of support to a mandatory intervention via the dramatic increase in student contact hours. SI
and SLA proved to be cost effective and impactful as the DWFI rates prove.


Key Elements for Improving Graduate Student Retention
Author: Alexandra Kurepa, North Carolina A&T State Unversity *
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Abstract – A successful redesign of the graduate program in Applied Mathematics instituted in
2009-2010 at North Carolina A&T has significantly increased the country’s pool of minority
Ph.D. candidates in Mathematics and the number of minority graduates entering STEM-field
employment in government agencies, biostatistics and analytics teams, and in community
colleges. This program focuses on three key areas that improve the chances of successful
outcomes for graduate students: 1) theoretical and computational foundations, 2) research skills,
and 3) the relevance of a student’s program of study to their career goals. We discuss initiatives
and strategies designed to improve graduate student retention and graduation rates. We argue that
the extra time and effort used to help build student theoretical and computation competence, and
understand the true nature of research early on in their graduate study improves graduation,
employment, and doctoral outcomes. In addition, we argue that reinforcing the relevance of
various courses to individual student career goals improves retention. We find that extra effort
and overlapping systems of advising and research mentoring in the transition period between
undergraduate learning and the mastery of research skills are crucial to retention.


Mandatory Academic Success Workshop Improves Persistence in Probation Students
Authors: Elisabeth Scheiner, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *
Elisabeth Lackner, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *
Wenmey Ting, Queensborough Community College-CUNY *

Abstract – As part of its college-wide retention efforts, Queensborough Community College
developed a mandatory Academic Success Workshop for students on academic probation, first
implemented in spring 2014. Preliminary data show promising trends in persistence rates for this
vulnerable student population. In spring 2013, the College restructured its academic advisement
model for at-risk students and bridged the gaps between Academy Advisement, Admissions
(Student Affairs Division), and Registrar (Academic Affairs). Working together in a Retention
Management Team, staff developed an intervention to assist students on academic probation. The
first cohort attended workshops in spring 2014. Their subsequent persistence and performance
rates were monitored and compared to those of a control group for which the workshops were
unavailable. Data has shown that workshop participation increased the persistence rate of lower
performing students. The poster presentation will cover the development, implementation, and
management of the workshop. Data collection, assessment methods, statistical analytics, and
results of the comparative study will be shared. Related topics will include: 1) why a registrarbased workshop?; 2) student survey summary and program expansion; 3) evaluation of the effects
of the workshop on the college persistence rates of attendees; and 4) possible expansions by
linking to other interventions on campus such as early alert and intentional advising methods.
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Peer Network Effects and Persistence in Pursuit of STEM Higher Education for
Underrepresented Groups
Authors: Frieda McAlear, Level Playing Field Institute *
Alexis Martin, Level Playing Field Institute

Abstract – The Level Playing Field Institute offers a 3-year, 5-week summer residential Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) intervention program, SMASH Academy, which
serves predominantly low-income underrepresented high school students of color across three
university sites in California. Over the course of their participation, students live in a college
dormitory for 15 weeks prior to high school graduation while attending academically rigorous
STEM courses as well as college success and elective courses. To reduce social/psychological
barriers to STEM persistence, students are exposed to culturally relevant pedagogies, diverse
STEM role models, and activities examining issues of race, class, gender, inequity, and social
justice within STEM. Longitudinal program evaluation demonstrates the impact of peer
relationships developed within the program on persistence in pursuing STEM academic goals
among program alumni at the post-secondary level. These findings will inform efforts to recruit,
retain and support students from underrepresented backgrounds in STEM higher education
programs as well as provide evidence for deepening cohort interactivity to foster STEM retention.
This poster presentation aims to (1) highlight the program’s replicable components, (2) present
higher education outcome data, and (3) examine the connection between persistence/retention in
STEM and networks of peer cohorts among underrepresented students of color.


Predictive Analytics: Building a Graduation and Retention Predictive Model and Action
Plan
Authors: Sherry Cox, University of Oklahoma *
Glenn Hansen, University of Oklahoma

Abstract – Increasing student retention and graduation rates is a top priority in higher education.
Likewise, given the increasing teacher shortage, identifying strong candidates for Teacher
Certification programs and graduating prepared future teachers is crucial. Early identification of
at risk students for intervention programs or redirection into other degree paths can improve
retention and graduation rates. Using predictive analytics provides a promising method in the
quest to increase student success at the university and college level. Our predictive analytic model
utilizes a machine learning algorithm, gradient boosted machine, to identify strong candidates for
Teacher Certification programs as well as predicting graduation and program completion. The
prediction model, built on historical data, is now being applied to current student populations as a
retention and recruitment tool. Future directions include identification of proper content focus
areas, awarding scholarships and other college resources and identification disposition and
affective processes indicative of successful teacher.
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Revising College Policies: Using Your RPG Committee to Influence Change
Author: Michael Butcher, College of Coastal Georgia *

Abstract – The retention, progression, and graduation committee at the College of Coastal
Georgia was charged by the President to review all College policies to determine roadblocks that
were hindering student success. This presentation will focus on Bolman and Deal's four frames
(political, human resource, symbolic, and structural) as a foundation to this poster session to
explain how the plan was developed, the successes, and the lessons learned. I will explain the
strategic process that was implemented including feedback from the RPG committee, faculty,
deans, faculty senate, registrar, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the President. The
RPG committee presented recommendations for the following policies: withdrawals, incompletes,
repeat courses, academic renewal, and early alert. This poster session will discuss updates on the
progress of these recommendations and discuss future next steps and assessment.


SOS-Student Orientation Success: Do Orientation Courses for Doctoral Students Really
Work?
Authors: Susan Adragna, Keiser University *
Kelly Gatewood, Keiser University

Abstract – Students enroll in online doctoral programs for a variety of reasons; however, many
do not persist in the first course of study. Numerous studies have addressed student readiness and
persistence online at the undergrad online but few studies address retention in online doctoral
level programs. The purpose of this quantitative study is to determine if there is a correlation
between students who participate in online orientation courses and student persistence in
Education Leadership and Instructional Technology and Design programs at a Level 6 University
in South Florida. The independent variable is the asynchronous online orientation course and the
dependent variable is doctoral student persistence in the first course of study. Additional
independent variables for students include gender and minutes spent in the orientation course.
Archived data for the Education Leadership and Instructional Technology and Design courses
will include data from July 2014 through February 2015. The results of this study can guide the
development of retention strategies for students who are at risk of academic failure and who
might ultimately drop from online doctoral programs.


Student Attrition in the Arts and Sciences: An Examination of Department Websites
Authors: Casey Fagan, Saint Leo University *
Daniel Duerr, Saint Leo University *
William Hamilton, Saint Leo University
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Abstract – What influences students’ decisions about selecting a major? Increasingly, applicants
and students are asking the question, “What can I do with this major?” Department websites are
often students’ first—and sometimes only—source of information about postgraduate pathways.
Importantly, how a website demonstrates the value of the degree can influence student choices.
To examine how academic fields communicate their value and utility to students, we conducted a
content analysis of 150 department websites across three academic fields. At the descriptive level,
our research identifies discernable patterns of the textual elements in department websites, by
academic field. We found both inter- and intra-disciplinary differences in the quantity and quality
of postgraduate-relevant information. In light of the declining number of majors in the arts and
sciences, a comparative examination and analysis of the messages that department websites
provide offers a useful approach to analyzing enrollment patterns. This poster session summarizes
our preliminary findings and outlines our next phase of studying students’ perceptions of various
postgraduate messages and their revealed preferences for academic majors.


Supporting Academically At-Risk Students With Mandatory Academic Coaching
Author: Becky Varian, Youngstown State University *

Abstract – Youngstown State University offers broad access to education through open
admission for all Ohio high school graduates. Because of the open admission policy the student
body of the University includes students with a wide variety of backgrounds and academic
preparation. A substantial portion of the students belong to groups who, according to national
statistics, have a lower probability of successfully completing a degree in a timely manner. To
support the at-risk population, the University created a conditional admission policy in 2007 with
a criterion of ACT below 17 and a high school GPA below 2.0. All students admitted
conditionally were provided an academic coach for weekly academic support meetings. However,
because these meetings were not mandatory, many students did not attend and retention was poor.
In 2012, the policy was changed making the academic support meetings mandatory and retention
was greatly improved. This poster presentation will demonstrate the importance of mandatory
academic coaching on the retention rate of the academically at-risk population.


The Application of a Family Tree Model in Student Success and Retention
Author: Chun-Fang Kuo, Central Michigan University *

Abstract – A Family Tree provides continuous care and support for incoming students until they
graduate. A Family Tree consists of students from each academic year (i.e. freshman, sophomore,
junior, and senior) and a faculty member, who serves as the "parent." Incoming freshmen join a
Family Tree from their academic departments. New students are contacted before classes start.
The Family Tree helps students immediately get support from their departments and helps
incoming students quickly adjust to the new environment. "The Family" meets twice a semester
to discuss the concerns and problems the students have. Prompt assistance, advising, mentoring,
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and referrals are provided. "The Family" can also communicate with one another through e-mails
or social media for support. Using this model helps students declare or change their majors
sooner, enhance student retention, lower dropout rate, and increase graduation on time. The
Family Tree model can be utilized by other academic and student services programs such as those
for student teaching, student disability services, undecided students, international students,
graduate students, first generation students, transfer students, English Language Institute, studentathletes, etc.


The Impact of Midterm Progress Reports on First- and Second-Year Student Success
Author: Debbie Pearson, Georgia Institute of Technology *

Abstract – Most students begin the semester with every intention to succeed. Even with these
intentions, many students discover they are meeting neither course expectations nor their own
goals for success—a discovery best made prior to midterm, when there is still time to recover or
to withdraw from a class. At the Georgia Institute of Technology, an unsatisfactory midterm
grade (U) provides an early alert for students in 1000- and 2000-level classes. We have
implemented a multi-faceted intervention model for students earning midterm unsatisfactory
grades, which includes required advising for first-year students with two or more U’s, discussions
with first-year seminar instructors and housing staff, and a menu of optional student success
services for all students with unsatisfactory midterm grades. We are observing a variety of
outcomes: end-of-course grades for students with U’s, course withdrawal trends, courses with a
disproportionate number of U’s, the extent to which students with U’s seek out optional success
resources, and retention and graduation rates for students with midterm U’s. You are invited to
view our model and outcomes at the poster session.


Using Latent Profile Analysis in Academic Retention Research: Potential Benefits and
Application
Authors: Ryon McDermott, University of South Alabama *
Nicole Carr, University of South Alabama *

Abstract – Researchers have made considerable advances in understanding college persistence
using a variety of sophisticated statistical approaches. Structural equation modeling procedures,
in particular, are becoming more common; however, the majority of investigations are variablefocused (i.e., examining the relationships between variables) rather than student-focused (i.e.,
examining the characteristics of specific groups of students). One student-focused analysis
technique, Latent Profile Analysis (LPA), may have important implications for academic
retention research. LPA is the structural equation equivalent to cluster analysis and can be used to
identify homogenous subgroups within a large, heterogeneous sample. The present poster
discusses the potential benefits of using LPA to identify discrete subgroups of students who may
be differentially at risk for academic persistence problems. As an example, the present poster
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presents the results of a LPA of key subscales of The College Persistence Questionnaire with a
large sample of students attending a first-year experience class at a midsized Southeastern
University (N = 877). Results suggested that three distinct subgroups with unique characteristics
and levels of college persistence were the best fit to the data. Implications of the findings and the
use of LPA for student success research and application will be discussed in the full poster.


Using Simple Assessment as a Retention Tool
Authors: Carole Douglas, Lyon College *
Andrew English, Lyon College *

Abstract – Listening to students can be a powerful retention tool for any institution. Seeing
change based on those voices can be even more powerful. Lyon Listens is a short weekly
electronic survey sent to all students at Lyon College, a small, private, liberal arts institution in
Arkansas. The Lyon Listens program uses the American Association for Higher Education
(AAHE) Principles of Good Practice for Assessing Student Learning as a guidepost for
implementation. We will highlight the assessment cycle, from question development to “closing
the loop” and reporting back to students, and discuss tips for navigating institutional politics.
Finally, we will share qualitative and quantitative assessment data regarding the Lyon Listens
program.
Concurrent Sessions
Session ID: 19
Paper

9:15 am - 10:05 am


Bridging Dual Endeavors: Student Success Strategies for Dual Credit Programs
Room: Coral B
Introductory Level
Author: Kallan Williams, North Georgia Technical College *

Abstract – Dual credit students are often overlooked in student success initiatives. Postsecondary
institutions frequently cluster these students’ academic and social needs with the general student
body. Nonetheless, many institutions maintain distinct policies and procedures for this student
type. Therefore, unique student success strategies are warranted. Notably, research often explores
the benefits of participating in dual credit programs; few, however, address success strategies for
current students. This paper accentuates the singularity of dual credit students, elaborates on
integrating interventions with established processes, and offers examples of dynamic
interventions. Dual credit programs, while rewarding, are high-risk endeavors. Students who fail
or withdraw from courses may encounter delayed high school graduation, loss of financial aid, or
a demoralizing college experience; all scenarios negatively impact future postsecondary pursuits.
North Georgia Technical College (NGTC) assessed various aspects of dual credit students’
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college experience. Although data initially portrayed excellent results, exhaustive assessment
uncovered an underperforming group of students from one high school. These students exemplify
the issues unearthed when appraising the entire dual credit population. Importantly, the paper is
predicated off the understanding that interventions are circumfluous – continuous enhancement is
required. Uncovering and prioritizing institutional deficiency propagated new strategies, which
will be highlighted.

Session ID: 146
Vendor Presentation

9:15 am - 10:05 am


How Learning Analytics Informs Student Intervention for Student Success
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Author: Dan Barber, Unicon, Inc.*

Abstract – Impacting student success requires timely information and effective student
engagement. This session will provide insight into the learning analytics environment to expose
student needs and inform critical student intervention. Participants will also discover a free case
management solution for student engagement, Student Success Plan, supported by an IPAS grant.

Session ID: 91
Paper

9:15 am - 10:05 am


Integrating Grit Into Composition: Consonance in the Curriculum
Room: Florida Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Lynn Briggs, Eastern Washington University *
Justin Young, Eastern Washington University
Jon Hammermeister, Eastern Washington University
Tracey McHenry, Eastern Washington University *
Courtney Flynn, Eastern Washington University
Emily Messina, Eastern Washington University

Abstract – This presentation emerges from a long-term mixed-methods study of the effects of a
mental skills training curriculum on English composition students. Our focus here is on how two
aspects of the qualitative data—analysis of students’ reflective essays and interview data—
demonstrate the potential for the use of mental skills training as a curricular model for
introductory writing courses. Our data indicates that the mental skills curriculum made students
aware of how they adjust their mindset to find success, how they could enact specific strategies to
facilitate this adjustment, how they view the benefits of such an adjustment as effective beyond
the composition classroom, and how they could use a growth mindset to view failure as a learning
tool. Finally, the results of this study will be contextualized within the fields of student success
and Rhetoric and Composition, and a new model for a general, university-wide orientation for
student success and retention will be offered.
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Vendor Presentation

9:15 am - 10:05 am


Logging Off: Attrition and Retention in Online Courses
Room: Florida Bay 2
Authors: Kimberley Munzo, AspirEDU *
Christopher Munzo, AspirEDU *

Abstract – What if you could increase your retention rate by 5%? Strong retention rates help
schools increase graduation rates, maintain tuition dollars, and support accreditation. And it all
starts with the success of your students. Most schools have no way to identify struggling students
until they fail or withdraw. By then, it’s too late. You need to be ahead of the game. Detective
gives school personnel a crystal ball to predict the success of students; today, most schools are
managing retention by looking into the rear view mirror. In this session, we will discuss best
practices in utilizing AspirEDU’s Dropout Detective solution to identify and support at-risk
students and how to coordinate the support efforts of instructors, advisors, and school personnel.
In addition, we’ll share results of a case study recently completed by East Central Community
College. ECCC realized pass rate increases for 15-week and 8-week online courses ranging from
5.2 to 32 percent and withdrawal rate decreases ranging from 6.5 to 54 percent by pairing the
identification of at-risk students with referrals to academic tutoring services.

Session ID: 119
Paper

9:15 am - 10:05 am


Personal Financial Education as a Means to Increase the Likelihood of Persistence, Student
Success, and Confidence
Room: Caribbean AB
Advanced Level
Authors: Jacqueline A.F.I. Carroll, American Student Assistance *
Lyssa L. Thaden, American Student Assistance

Abstract – A recent report by Higher One and EverFi, which documented results of a survey of
almost 44,000 students nationwide (over 90% freshmen), found students feel particularly
underprepared when it comes to managing their finances. In fact, only 58% of the respondents
felt prepared to manage their money – versus 73% of them who felt prepared to keep up with
coursework (Higher One & EverFi, 2015). With finances remaining one of the top reasons
students provide for dropping out of school, and student loan debt continuing to mount, financial
preparedness needs to become – or remain – an institutional student success objective. Students
themselves believe this to be the case with 65% of survey respondents indicating it would be
somewhat or very appealing to have their alma mater provide financial literacy (Melior Group &
American Student Assistance, 2011). This paper reviews the importance of financial literacy and
overall student success, and documents changes in knowledge, confidence and behavior with the
utilization of one online program. A discussion of how schools can approach this issue – in both
integrative and substantive ways – provides suggestions for direction and success.
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Paper

9:15 am - 10:05 am

Proactively Meeting Their Needs: Appreciative and Intrusive Advising in the Aspiring
Eagles Academy
Room: Florida Bay 1
Introductory Level
Authors: William R. Moultrie, North Carolina Central University *
Stephen H. Garlington, North Carolina Central University *

Abstract – The purpose of this paper is to provide an in depth assessment on the effectiveness of
employing an “Appreciative and Intrusive Advising Model” to the Aspiring Eagles Academy at
North Carolina Central University (NCCU). The Academy is an academically based enhancement
program designed to promote the success of underprepared students who have been admitted to
NCCU. To gain an understanding of the link between appreciative and intrusive advising and
retention, an analysis of existing literature will be performed. Retention, persistence, and
graduation rates are a consistent topic of conversation at institutions of higher learning
nationwide. Inside the walls of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), this
conversation is a critical one with public 4 year HBCUs retaining on average 64% of first-time,
full-time freshmen. Essential to the improvement of this issue, NCCU has implemented a
comprehensive program called The Academy, which begins with a summer-bridge component.
Using The Academy, this paper aims to share strategies rooted in appreciative and intrusive
advising which includes academic counseling and advising, peer mentoring, and parental
engagement that has been used to increase retention rates of students involved in the cohorts by
nearly 17% in four years.

Session ID: 29
Paper



9:15 am - 10:05 am


Student Support Interventions and Predictive Analytics
Room: Coral A
Advanced Level
Authors: Diane L. Beaudoin, Purdue University
Maggie C. Konich, Purdue University *
Monal U. Patel, Purdue University
Xi (Cecilia) Zhang, Purdue University *

Abstract – The purpose of this inquiry was two-fold: the first was to identify a model to predict
new students' first semester cumulative GPA and the second was to determine the fit of that
model if the student experienced one or more student support intervention(s). Data from 12,507
new beginners from Fall 2012 and Fall 2013 were used to create a regression model for predicted
cumulative GPA. This model included factors such as high school GPA, standardized test scores,
low-income status, first-generation status, minority status, gender, and residency. Based on the
predicted GPAs, potentially at-risk students were identified and some intervention services were
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targeted specifically to them. The latest data shows that students who experienced an intervention
or had a combination of interventions had statistically significant higher GPAs and those who do
not have any intervention. For deeper analysis, other factors such as registration in a high
enrollment, high DFW courses and international status are also being examined.

Session ID: 108
Paper

9:15 am - 10:05 am


Transfer Pathway Program: Building a Bridge From the Community College to the
University
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Introductory Level
Authors: Jennifer Brown, University of Hawai‘i Mānoa *
Nicole Iwasaki, University of Hawai‘i Mānoa
Melissa Jones, University of Hawai‘i Mānoa

Abstract – A report from the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center found that 46
percent of all students who completed a 4-year degree had previously been enrolled at a 2-year
institution (Smith, 2015). As this transfer student population grows, transfer programs are of
increasing importance to establish a smooth transfer process on college campuses. This paper
discusses an existing transfer partnership between community colleges and a four-year institution
in the University of Hawai‘I system including: dual admission and dual enrollment opportunities,
mandatory advising and planning with a designated transfer advisor, connecting students to their
major departments at the university early, and identifying the best time to transfer for a timely
graduation. Program assessment data on enrollment and success rate of the program is included.
The Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) report in Spring 2011 revealed that
compared to other students who transferred via the regular method, students in this transfer
program had a higher grade point average (3.08 versus 2.81) and a lower attrition rate (5.7%
versus 10%) (Ka`ie`ie, 2011).



Networking Break

10:05 am - 10:30 am

Florida Bay Lobby

Take a break from the activities and have a refreshment as you network with your colleagues.
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10:30 am - 11:20 am


Academic Support Program for Graduate Students
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Introductory Level
Author: Erashel Vaiz, California Lutheran University *

Abstract – This presentation will showcase how a small private institution has enhanced student
services to extend support for the graduate student population. California Lutheran University
delivers the Academic Support Program in an effort to retain graduate students who have been
placed on academic probation. This program is a tangible expression of the University’s
commitment to provide comprehensive services for all students. One of the main goals is to help
students achieve academic success. This tutorial will provide the details involved with pioneering
this initiative and will include an open forum for participants to explore ways to strengthen
graduate student retention.

Session ID: 22
Paper

10:30 am - 11:20 am


An Examination of the Impact of Loyalty to Ethnic Origins and Engagement in HispanicRelated Activities on Hispanic Students’ College Graduation
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Authors: Renelinda Arana, Our Lady of the Lake University *
Steve Blanchard, Our Lady of the Lake University

Abstract – This study examines the impact of ethnic loyalty and engagement in Hispanic-related
activities on Hispanic undergraduates’ degree completion at a private Hispanic Serving
Institution. This analysis explores students’ ethnic origins loyalty and engagement in two novel
items: “It is important to be loyal to my original country of descent.” “Are you involved in one or
more Hispanic-related activities on or off campus?” Responses are examined in relationship to
graduation. Multivariate analyses find that “loyal” students are less likely to complete their
studies than peers. Yet, students who are engaged in ethnic activities are more likely to graduate
than other students.
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Changes
C
and Challenges of
o Retention Initiatives att a Small Priivate Collegee
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 3
In
ntroductory Level
L
Authors:
A
Andrew
w English, Lyo
on College *
Carolle Douglas, Lyo
on College *

Abstract
A
– Ly
yon College was
w awarded a Title III, P art F Strengthhening Instituutions grant bby the
US
U Departmen
nt of Education in fall 2013 in respon se to declininng first-time full-time reteention
raates, low lev
vels of studen
nt engagemeent, and highh rates of firrst generationn and low-inncome
sttudents. Defy
ying categoriization, Lyon
n is a privatte not-for-proofit, baccalauureate, liberaal arts
co
ollege with ap
pproximately
y one in two students
s
Pell eligible and oone in three sstudents the ffirst to
atttend college in their fam
mily. The Titlee III grant suupports the fo
following inittiatives focused on
reetention; expaansion of a pilot Supplem
mental Instructtion program, increased sttudent engageement
op
pportunities, the Gardner Institute’s
I
Fo
oundations off Excellence F
First Year Proogram, facultty and
sttaff profession
nal developm
ment, and increased staffingg to design annd develop acctivities to inccrease
reetention, studeent engagemeent, and data-based decisioon-making. Thhis presentatiion will discuuss the
ch
hallenges, issues, and succcesses related to grant-baseed retention innitiatives.
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FYE
F
in Overd
drive: Challeenges and Successes in a F
Fast-Tracked
d First-Year Experience
Program
P
Room:
R
Coral A
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Kim Wingate,
W
The University
U
of Tennessee at Chaattanooga *
Laura
a Bass, The University of Tennessee at Chatttanooga

Abstract
A
– Th
his tutorial wiill highlight th
he acceleratedd process of ddeveloping annd implemennting a
First-Year Exp
perience prog
gram intended
d to impact uup to 2100 freeshmen annuually at a fourr-year
pu
ublic universsity. This grrant-funded project
p
incluuded a compplete redesiggn and signiificant
ex
xpansion of the First-Year Studies co
ourse in praactice at the institution fo
for more thann two
deecades, as weell as the intrroduction of a Peer Menttor componennt. Assessmennt results from
m the
fiirst year of the program haave been analyzed, and apppropriate enhhancements arre projected ffor the
up
pcoming seco
ond year. Ad
dditionally, in
nstitutional suupport for thee program hass been increassingly
su
upportive and
d efforts to in
ntegrate the First-Year Exxperience acrross Student Developmennt and
Academic
A
Afffairs have been succcessful. Thiss session w
will providee attendees with
reecommendatio
ons in fast-trracking their own institutiional First-Yeear Experiennce program, while
allso promoting
g dialogue in best practicess across existiing and propoosed program
ms.
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The Impact of On-Campus Employment on Military Affiliated Undergraduates: Sense of
Belonging and Engagement
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Intermediate Level
Authors: Elizabeth Coghill, East Carolina University *
Jayne Geissler, East Carolina University *
David Siegel, East Carolina University

Abstract – This study examines the impact of on-campus employment as a retention tool by
supporting the integration and academic success of military affiliated undergraduates. The
researchers interviewed military undergraduates employed as tutors at a large public four-year
research institution in the southeast and identified common themes regarding the student veteran
transition experience. Building on a theoretical framework of Astin, Tinto, and Schlossberg,
particular focus was given to the effects of on-campus academic employment on the participant’s
sense of belonging and levels of faculty, peer, and campus engagement.

Session ID: 71
Paper

10:30 am - 11:20 am


The Majors to Labor Market Initiative: Beginning to Bridge the Gap Between Academic
Programs and Student Expectations
Room: Coral B
Introductory Level
Authors: William A. Hamilton, Saint Leo University
Daniel E. Duerr, Saint Leo University *
Jeffrey M. Anderson, Saint Leo University *

Abstract – The Office of Institutional Effectiveness (IE) is expanding its support of student
success by integrating labor market information about pathways available to baccalaureate degree
holders. This aligns with recent scholarship on student persistence, as well as with proposed
changes at the Federal reporting level, and allows institutions to apply a market research lens to
the study of student success. To understand the most promising avenues for this new area of
work, we conducted two separate research studies. The first study explores how students use
labor market information related to their academic majors—what we term as career relevant
information (or CRI). Additionally, we identify how CRI is communicated to students. Our
second study uses a content analysis of department websites from 100 institutions to identify
common strategies used to communicate CRI and to find effective communication practices.
Based on the findings from these two studies, we developed two tools to present this information
to students: infographics for each degree that we offer and a dashboard (still in development) that
provides students with a mechanism to make direct comparisons of degree programs. We discuss
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the development and application of these tools, describe how other institutions could replicate the
project, and identify how we will evaluate this initiative.

Session ID: 147
Vendor Presentation

10:30 am - 11:20 am


Using Behavioral Analysis to Improve Retention
Room: Florida Bay 2
Author: Robert Roth, Pink Leopard Software *

Abstract – Once you have identified at risk students on campus there are many tools at your
disposal to correct the problems your students are experiencing. Tutoring, mentoring, counseling
and financial aid can solve most problems that put your students at risk. But who are these
students? Many current methodologies that attempt to answer this question are riddled with errors
and are producing at best mediocre results. Methodologies that rely on personal observations lose
effectiveness over time. Analyzing grades or using surveys rarely produce timely results.
Students also tend to internalize failure making it difficult to identify those most in need. Hard
science solutions are hard to come by. We ask the question; is it possible to identify students in
trouble by analyzing their behavior? This presentation takes a close look at the behavioral factors
likely to produce good results and the latest methodologies to gather this information.

Session ID: 9
Two-Part Tutorial

10:30 am - 12:25 pm


Insular/Integration: Preparing At-Risk Students for College Today, Not Tomorrow!
Room: Florida Bay 1
Introductory Level
Authors: Grant J. Matthews, Moraine Valley Community College *
Michael Morsches, Moraine Valley Community College *

Abstract – Who is responsible for student success? Academic affairs? Student services?
Obviously no one department or person is responsible for student success, it is a shared
responsibility. Why, then, do colleges approach academic and personal student success in
fragmented, isolated initiatives? Insular/Integration provides a framework for building a
comprehensive academic support philosophy and practice to engage and support students of all
backgrounds. For many years, higher education has looked to tightly controlled group
interventions to help support struggling student groups navigate and succeed in college.
Insulation of students for “academic benefit” is prevalent in adult and developmental education.
Pre-college programs often isolate students until they completely fulfill the defined curriculum.
Evidence for invasive, targeted, and culturally relevant interventions for student learning certainly
exists. However, programs and colleges need a balanced approach to student academic progress.
Insular/Integration outlines the strength in identifying and implementing strategies that support
student needs, insulating at-risk students from the shocks and strains of entering college
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underprepared, while at the same time deliberately integrating the student into college resources
for continued success and engagement. The session will focus on developing network maps,
success contracts, policy additions/revisions, and purposeful retention configuration to
strategically support students and improve interdependence.

Session ID: 39
Tutorial I

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


A Personalized Approach to Student Retention
Room: Pensacola
Introductory Level
Authors: Marcy Glassford, Utah Valley University *
Michelle Kearns, Utah Valley University *
Tara Ivie, Utah Valley University *

Abstract – In 2005, Utah Valley University made the transition from state college to university
and had a particularly vested interest in improving retention rates to showcase the viability of our
university. Yet even after implementing an Early Alert system, the university continued to
struggle with linking to those who needed assistance most. We made strong efforts to develop
faculty buy-in to our Early Alert efforts; however, student participation was low because many
did not open their email in a timely manner, if at all. Our office then started calling students who
received an alert and we expanded this support to include not only freshmen, but all at-risk
students. Seeking to foster a more personal connection with these students, we launched the
Retention Mentor program in 2008 where part-time employees are placed in key areas around
campus. Additionally, a system was developed to track contacts in order to minimize duplication
and record support offered. Since implementation, UVU has increased freshmen retention from
52 percent in 2008 to 61 percent in 2012. The goal of our session will be to provide a step-by-step
process for implementing a Retention Mentor model that is customized for individual campuses.
We will begin by understanding the basic needs of your student population, then discuss the
cross-collaboration that might take place for implementation, explore possible funding needs and
sources, and explain hiring and training processes. Come prepared to discuss models that might
work for your students.

Session ID: 48
Paper

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


Assessing the Difference Between 1-, 2-, and 3-Credit First-Year Seminars on College
Student Achievement
Room: Caribbean AB
Intermediate Level
Author: Angela L. Vaughan, University of Northern Colorado *
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Abstract – Research examining the differences between first-year seminars (FYS) of varying
credit loads has been lacking. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of 1-, 2-, and
3-credit FYS on student achievement (N = 8598) at one four-year public research university. The
results indicated that all students significantly benefited from participating in any of the three
types of FYS equally as compared to nonparticipants; however, at-risk sub-groups (i.e., firstgeneration, minority, and male students) benefited more from participating in FYS with greater
credit loads. For first-term GPA, the achievement gap between first-generation and non-firstgeneration students was eliminated (GPAs are equal) when participating in the 3-credit FYS as
compared to other FYS credit loads or nonparticipation. For male students, this gap was closed
within 0.1 grade points (on 4-point scale). For 2nd year fall credit load (variable reflecting
persistence, progress towards degree completion), each of the at-risk student groups (i.e., firstgeneration, minority, and male students) starts below their peer counterparts (e.g., non-firstgeneration students) when not participating in any FYS, then begins to close the gap at higher
credits, and then exceeds them when participating in the 3-credit FYS. Overall, results support
students participating in first-year seminars with higher credit loads.

Session ID: 24
Tutorial I

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


Instructional Strategies for Retaining Students During Independent Program Work
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Authors: Ashlee Brignano, Keiser University *
Kelly Gatewood, Keiser University
Sue Adragna, Keiser University *

Abstract – This tutorial offers participants instructional and course design strategies, web 2.0
applications, and techniques in using technology to support the retention and continuous
motivation of students undertaking independent tracks of education such as independent studies,
dissertations, and thesis processes. The presentation will offer how-to ideas for developing
relationships between faculty and students, designing course spaces that are motivational, and in
using technology and the learning management system to retain students so they can be
incrementally successful. Participants will observe a brief demonstration of technology
applications including My Study Life, Zotero, and Drop Box, and interact through an organized
discussion where their suggestions and experiences for supporting retention, engagement, and
active learning during independent course work will be highlighted and shared.
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Session ID: 97
Paper

11:35 am - 12:25 pm

MyPath@Bryant: An Inclusive Approach for Guiding Exploratory Students
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Intermediate Level
Authors: Stephanie Frazitta, Bryant University *
Krystal Ristaino, Bryant University
Jennifer Edwards, Bryant University

Abstract – In recent years, colleges and universities have begun to focus more attention on
exploratory students. Still, there is a dearth of literature on this topic. Challenging
misconceptions and providing a more positive and realistic view of exploratory students is
key to fostering student success and achievement. According to Gordon (2007),
approximately 75% of students change their major at least once. Further, the average
college student will change their major multiple times during their college career. Research
shows that providing students with a program to assist with major and career decisionmaking results in higher retention and graduation rates (Gordon, 2007). Given this, we
should not solely focus on first-year students who identify as exploratory, but expand our
efforts to view all students as exploratory. The MyPath@Bryant program offers
exploratory students guidance on making informed decisions about major and career
choices. The program’s success is rooted in the integration with the first-year curriculum
and collaboration across academic and student affairs. This paper outlines the key
components of the MyPath program, including classroom presentations, residence life
programs, a unique peer mentoring program and a signature event connecting faculty, staff
and students.

Session ID: 122
Paper

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


Students as Consumers: Recruiting and Retaining Millennials
Room: Florida Bay 3
Advanced Level
Authors: Will Miller, Flagler College *
Deborah Thompson, Flagler College *
Jill Miller, Flagler College *

Abstract – Colleges across the United States have come to realize Millennial students are more
difficult to enroll. They tend to be fickle consumers and fail to recognize brand loyalty. Statistics
suggest they will have multiple jobs by the age of thirty and will bring together credits from
multiple institutions to earn their degree. At Flagler College, we have faced unique problems as a
smaller, comprehensive college. Beyond convincing students of the relevance of liberal arts, our
market peers annually are larger, state institutions. As a result, we have begun to re-strategize our
approach to recruiting stseudents to better admit those likely to stay and graduate. More
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importantly, we are working to keep those we admit through a new first year experience program.
In this paper, we discuss the transitional model utilized by Flagler College to respond to the new
student market. From looking at the impact of added applications and name buys in admissions to
creating competitive student services offerings, the paper shows how a multifaceted approach
comes with clear costs and benefits. It also examines the utilization of comprehensive academic
mapping for determining what courses, grades, and programs are likely to lead to successful
retention for varying student groups.

Session ID: 69
Paper

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


They Just Named Me Head of Retention: Now What Do I Do?
Room: Coral A
Intermediate Level
Authors: Anne Marie Casey, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University *
Richard Nicols, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University *

Abstract – Retention specialists come from many areas of higher education. Some, such as a
First Year Programs Director, seem like a very natural fit. Others come from departments not
traditionally associated with retention. At Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, which offers
degree programs primarily in STEM fields, the Director of First Year Programs (FYP) had been
considered the informal retention specialist of record until late 2013 when the Library Director
was recruited to take on the newly created position of Dean of Retention and Student Success.
This paper chronicles the ways in which the two colleagues learned about the state of retention at
ERAU and worked with colleagues across campus to evaluate and improve programs designed to
help students succeed, particularly in the gateway Math and Physics courses vital to the
persistence of first-year students.

Session ID: 101
Paper

11:35 am - 12:25 pm


Using Socioeconomic Status, Pre-Collegiate Performance, and Early Academic
Performance to Predict African American Male and Female Persistence to Graduation at a
Private HBCU
Room: Coral B
Intermediate Level
Author: Willie Kirkland, Dillard University *

Abstract – It is well established that black men attend college and graduate at a lower rate than
black females. However, little research has been done on identifying factors in the first semester
of entry that predict black male persistence to graduation. Additionally, little research has been
done to identify factors that may explain the “gender gap” in graduation rates between African
American men and women. This research examines the relationship between persistence to
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D: 33
Paper

2:1
10 pm - 3:00 pm
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C
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Room:
R
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ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
John Cade,
C
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Sessi S.
S F. Aboh, Ten
nnessee State University
U
Julie Roberts,
R
Tenneessee State Uniiversity *
Tiffan
ny Bellafant Steeward, Tennesssee State Univeersity *

Abstract
A
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D: 21
Session ID
Paper

2:1
10 pm - 3:00 pm


Engaging
E
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gies Through
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del
Room:
R
Caribbeean AB
In
ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
Jennife
fer Graham, No
orthern Maine Community Co
College *
Lynnee Nelson Manio
on, Northern Maine
M
Communnity College *
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Tutorial I

2:1
10 pm - 3:00 pm

First-Year
F
Reesidential Coaching Progrram
Room:
R
Floridaa Bay 2
In
ntroductory Level
L
Authors:
A
Romeo
o Romulus, Blo
oomfield Colleg
ge *
Nicolee Faison, Bloomfield Collegee *
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A
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goals, not only in their first year, but throughout their entire tenure at the college. The process is
designed so that the student is supported and encouraged throughout the coaching process. The
agenda can be initiated by the student, but is driven by the coach. The attendees in this session
will conduct mock coaching interviews, followed by feedback and a group discussion about how
to effectively maximize the resources that our institutions provide to better serve students.

Session ID: 109
Tutorial I

2:10 pm - 3:00 pm


How to Begin a Parent Engagement Initiative
Room: Florida Bay 3
Introductory Level
Authors: Jean Riordan, Saint Xavier University
Carrie Schade, Saint Xavier University *

Abstract – Saint Xavier University is a midsized, Catholic, four-year institution in Chicago.
Approximately two thirds of our undergraduate students are first generation. Many are lowincome, local students from working class families who choose SXU because of our commitment
to historically underserved populations. Parent programming in the past was limited to Athletics
(boosters) and Alumni and Parent Relations (“friend” raising). In response, the Division of
Student Affairs began a parent engagement initiative, focused initially on families of first-year
students, eventually focusing on information critical for students transitioning from year to year.
Student Affairs has tapped the niche for parents who want to be involved in their student’s pursuit
of higher education. This how-to paper will provide an overview of parent initiatives. Our
emphasis on parents as partners has helped to improve communications about support for
students and we believe this relationship has a positive impact on retention. Information in the
paper includes a timeline, administration and faculty involvement, bilingual offerings, program
timing, communications, and retention data to date. Our presentation will focus on the anecdotal
and practical, provide program information, handouts (sample timeline, budget, and program
planning worksheet), time to discuss best practices at participants’ institutions, and Q&A.

Session ID: 47
Paper

2:10 pm - 3:00 pm


Moving From Insight to Impact: A Methodological Proposal for Improving Student
Retention by Aligning Human Capital and Predictive Data Analytics
Room: Tampa Bay 1&2
Intermediate Level
Author: Eric Tack, The University of Georgia *

Abstract – Student retention and persistence remains a timely and challenging topic for
administrators at all levels of colleges and universities. A solution remains elusive despite the
emphasis of increasing retention and graduation rates from internal and external stakeholders and
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decades of statistically validated research. This paper identifies the gap in the literature around
how colleges and universities use predictive data analytics to improve student retention and the
associated ethical challenges while largely ignoring the human capital aspect of this emerging
trend. It advances the discussion by proposing the theoretical framework of strategic talent
development as a methodological approach to assist higher education practitioners in leveraging
existing human capital and institutional resources to align retention and persistence practices with
predictive data analytics.

Session ID: 73
Paper

2:10 pm - 3:00 pm


The Path to 50%: Improving Student Success at a Regional Public University
Room: Florida Bay 1
Introductory Level
Author: Nicole T. Carr, University of South Alabama *

Abstract – Since the 2010 academic year, we have focused on improving student success and
persistence. Our goal is a year one retention rate of 80% and a six year graduation rate of 50%.
Over three cohorts (2011-2013) we improved institutional retention by six percent (from 65% to
71%). With little attention to completion, our graduation rate was generally in the mid-upper 30s.
However, beginning with the 2011 cohort, we have seen small annual increases in persistence for
four years, and anticipate upward trending six-year graduation rates. Initiative development,
implementation, and assessment, coupled with policy adjustments, resulted in normative changes
at our institution and appear to be shifting culture. Our multipronged approach makes it difficult
to tease out the specific contribution of any one change; however it also enables us to quickly
make improvements in many areas related to student academic success. In this presentation, I will
describe our course of action and present data related to specific elements, discuss items that
appear to be “game changers,” and share what appear to be key elements in the change process
and how to capitalize on those for quick wins in the student success arena.

Session ID: 45
Two-Part Tutorial

2:10 pm - 4:05 pm


Supporting Decentralized Academic Advising Model Through Centralized Data Driven
Intervention Programs
Room: Tampa Bay 3
Intermediate Level
Author: Alexandra Yanovski, Temple University *

Abstract – Over the past six years, Temple University launched a series of initiatives to improve
undergraduate advising in preparation for a university-wide goal focused on increasing student
persistence, raising retention and graduation rates. The subsequent programming required
collaboration among the Office of the Senior Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies (SVPUS),
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Office of Institutional Research, and individual school/college Advising Centers and resulted in
two major university initiatives: Risk List and Critical Paths Project. Session participants will
learn more about Risk List and Critical Paths projects, discuss stages of designing successful
interventions and the technical skills necessary to carry out and implement those initiatives, share
best practices designed to increase retention and graduation rates. As a result of this presentation,
participants will be able to: a) begin identifying specific data sources necessary to expand or
begin retention programing on their campus; b) understand the basics of data collection, analysis
and interpretation as these steps relate to intervention design; c) use Project Management Life
Cycle Model in order to create advising interventions; d) learn about student outreach initiatives
and interventions implemented at Temple University; e) learn about the challenges, questions and
concerns that were raised as a result of “At-Risk” & “Critical Paths” initiatives.

Session ID: 10
Paper

3:15 pm - 4:05 pm


A Series of One Percent Solutions: Re-Organizing Academic Services at UT Permian Basin
Room: Coral B
Introductory Level
Author: William Forrest Harlow, The University of Texas of the Permian Basin *

Abstract – In Fall 2011, UT Permian Basin (UTPB) re-organized its freshman seminar program.
In Fall 2012, the office of Dean of Undergraduate Success was created and most academic
support services were re-organized to report to that office. Freshman to sophomore retention rates
have increased by slightly over 10% during that time, and there has also been a substantial
increase in retention to the third and fourth year. Leading indicators suggest higher four year
graduation rates with numbers to be available in Fall 2015. This paper will explore the systematic
changes made to student retention efforts at UTPB and will explore which strategies may be
responsible for them.

Session ID: 32
Tutorial I

3:15 pm - 4:05 pm


Championing Hispanic Higher Education Success: Empowering Students, Enhancing
Collaboration
Room: Florida Bay 1
Introductory Level
Authors: Codie Ryan, NorthWest Arkansas Community College *
Juanita Franklin, NorthWest Arkansas Community College *

Abstract – The Learning, Improvement, Fun and Empowerment (LIFE) program is changing
young Hispanic lives in northwest Arkansas and increasing Hispanic enrollment in higher
education. The LIFE program is a near-peer mentor program that develops college students to
become leaders both on the college campus and in the community. Mentors inspire high school
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Paper

3:1
15 pm - 4:05 pm
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R
Tampa Bay 1&2
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ntermediate Level
L
Authors:
A
C. Matthew Little, University
U
of No
orth Alabama *
Amy Crews,
C
Universsity of North Alabama *
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Paper
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Abstract – This paper examines the issue of retention with a focus on first-semester, adult
learners in the postsecondary environment. Higher education institutions face many challenges in
retaining students, particularly the adult learner demographic. A successful retention initiative
should encompass the entire learning community: faculty, staff, and support departments. One
crucial opportunity in setting the tone for students is conducting an orientation seminar prior to
the start of a student’s first term. The quality of information shared at the orientation session, and
the format chosen to deliver this information, may impact early student success. An effective
orientation session should address student self-efficacy beliefs and introduce students to
metacognitive strategies designed to acclimate adult learners to the expectations of the learning
environment as well as to enhance opportunities for early academic success. The orientation
session may also serve as a means of facilitating a culture of support and open communication for
students. Use of the orientation session to create student awareness of institutional resources and
support systems can be a vital means of engaging adult learners who may be at a higher risk of
first-semester attrition due to the myriad of factors correlated with postsecondary student attrition.

Session ID: 134
Tutorial I

3:15 pm - 4:05 pm


The SMARTS Initiative: Using Mentoring to Boost Student Persistence Rates
Room: Florida Bay 2
Intermediate Level
Author: Cynthia B. Calhoun, Southwest Tennessee Community College *

Abstract – How can an urban, public community college connect busy working commuter
students to faculty and staff advocates to increase campus involvement and persistence rates?
Following the loss of funding for a peer mentoring program targeting developmental studies
students at Southwest Tennessee Community College (Southwest), the Office of Student
Retention and Graduation brainstormed to develop a mentoring initiative focused on second year
students in that these students demonstrated a level of commitment to their academic programs of
study. Armed with dismal retention and graduation data from the most recent three-year student
cohort, the Office hosted a campus-wide presentation of the proposed initiative to recruit faculty
and staff mentors. Southwest Mentors Advancing Retention, Teamwork, and Success (SMARTS)
was launched in spring 2011 with 14 mentors and 14 mentees, a mentoring engagement plan, and
mentor toolkit. The SMARTS initiative gained momentum resulting in a 73% to 88% semesterto-semester persistence rate for mentees through fall 2014. What factors influenced such success
in increasing student persistence rates with minimal budget support and no stipends? This tutorial
will provide the initiative's methods of recruitment, orientation schemes, tool kits, mentor check
list, shadowing experiences and reflection papers as testimonials. Successes, challenges, and
lessons learned will be discussed.
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Session ID: 34
Paper

3:15 pm - 4:05 pm


Understanding Transfer Students: A Strategy for Effective Advising
Room: Florida Bay 3
Introductory Level
Author: Mercy O. Azeke, Monmouth University *

Abstract – For many decades, there have been myths associated with transfer students entering
four-year colleges and universities. There have also been concerns by transfer students regarding
a lack of sensitivity to their unique needs by the receiving institutions, thus raising questions
about whether academic advisors at such institutions, whom transfers rely upon for guidance in
fulfilling their academic and career goals, sufficiently know them. Best practices suggest that
advisors who care to know their students do a better job of providing academic advising that
culminates in meaningful learning experiences. Additionally, academic advising is going to
continue to be a major core factor to successful institutional efforts in student retention.
Academic advising should be holistic, intrusive, developmental, proactive and collaborative.
Therefore, understanding transfer advisees’ backgrounds, concerns, anticipated educational and
career aspirations, interests, abilities, and needs are critical to their success in college and beyond.
In response to this need, Monmouth University has put in place proven advising strategies that
have resulted in best transfer practices, taking into consideration the perceptions, concerns, needs,
and expectations of this target student population in an effort to foster engagement, persistence,
retention, and success.

Conference Adjourns

4:05 pm

Our last session ends at 4:05. Thank you for joining us in Orlando. We hope to see you next year!
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Our hotel includes many dining options and access
to convenient transportation around the area.

a.m. to 10:30 p.m. seven days a week. Stop #24 is
just outside our hotel’s main entrance.

The bus stops shown on the map are for LYNX
buses and I-Ride trolleys. Route maps and
information on local dining are available at the
NSSR registration desk. The restaurant information
is also available as a pdf with links on our website.

Arrival times and live maps are
available through mobile devices
at iDrive2Go.mobi or by texting
the code found at each stop to
41411 and at IRideTrolley.com. The
mobile app includes options for dining, shopping and
attractions as well as maps and listings of what is
near each trolley stop. The QR code will take you
to the route map.

The I-Ride Trolley provides transportation around
the International Drive resort area and includes
numerous attractions, shopping and dining options.
Trolleys arrive every 20 minutes and run from 8

ARCADE/GAMES

GOLF

SPA/FITNESS

LYNX is Central Florida’s bus system. Routes 38
and 111 stop outside the main entrance of the hotel.
Route 111 goes from Orlando International Airport
to Seaworld. Route 38 goes to Downtown Orlando
and connects to the free downtown LYMMO
service. Routes 8, 38 and 50 stop just outside the
east gates on International Drive. Route 50 covers
the Disney Resorts. LYNX runs 7 days a week.
Check the individual route schedule for times.
If a transit vehicle is full, it will pass without
stopping and a second one should be dispatched.

LAUNDRY

There are also many taxi services available. Taxis
may carry up to 9 passengers and charge the same
rate regardless of the number of riders. Fares are
determined by a taximeter and will vary depending
on distance and traffic. Different companies may
charge different fares.
We have been made aware that some construction
on Westwood may impact the stop directly outside
the main gate. If this is the case, please use the next
stop over (#25), a 5 minute walk to the west.

